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Individual results may vary. Always read and follow label directions.
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WEED MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES:
How hard would it be to play a round of golf without knowing what
par was on each hole? You could still play the game, but you wouldn’t
really know if you were achieving success. In the same sense, it would
be just as hard to develop an effective herbicide program if you don't
really know what weeds you are battling when they emerge. You may
still control some weeds, but achieving success controlling them in
conjunction with a long-term resistance management strategy would
be much more challenging. Here are three things to consider that
can help accomplish both of those goals:
1. Know what weeds are present. This seems simple enough, but
weed species will shift with your herbicide usage, tillage program,
and cropping rotation. You must continue to understand the
weed spectrum that is present.
2. Know when the weeds emerge. Building a herbicide program
that relies on post-emergence applications for a weed spectrum
that emerges early in the spring is risky, at best. Likewise, the same
would be true with only using an early pre-emerge application to
control weeds that emerge later in the year.
3. Power in the PRE™. The most effective way to control a weed
is to never let it emerge. Build your herbicide program around
a strong pre-emerge application that includes multiple effective
sites of action (SOAs). Multi-year PFR data shown in the graph
below clearly demonstrates the importance of using multiple
SOAs as an effective weed management strategy. It also reduces
the chance of developing herbicide resistance in your fields.

WATERHEMP % CONTROL IMPACTED BY # OF SOA IN
PRE-EMERGE: 2016-2019 45 DAT (1 SOA 2016-2017)
97%

89%

Visual Control

2 SOAs

3 SOAs

Visual Control

60%

Visual Control

1 SOA
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HERBICIDE GROUP WATCHOUTS
GROUP
(SOA)

RESISTANT
SPECIES*

1

Species

2

15
49

Species

6

3

Species

4

Species

5

8

26

Species

17

9

Species

10

Species

14

15
22
27

1

4

Species

3

Species

5

Species

2

Species

STRENGTHS
Effective on grasses and volunteer corn. Group 1 herbicides
can be used to boost the grass control of Liberty®.
Effective on large-seeded broadleaf weeds such as giant
ragweed, cocklebur, and morningglory. Today, these
products are used for residual activity, but many Group 2
herbicides have post-emergence activity as well.
Effective on small-seeded broadleaf weeds, such as
waterhemp, and grasses.
Very effective on glyphosate-resistant broadleaf weeds.
Very effective on small-seeded broadleaf weeds and can
have both burndown and residual activity. Metribuzin
provides an effective SOA for Group 2 resistant weeds.
Though many of the problematic weeds have become
resistant to glyphosate, it is still very effective on grasses,
velvetleaf and morningglory; the same weeds on which
Liberty® is weaker.

Very effective on glyphosate-, ALS-, and PPO-resistant
broadleaf weeds.

Some PPOs can have both post-emergence and residual
activity. However, some pigweed species populations have
developed resistance to the PPOs that are applied postemergence. Group 14’s residual control is very important
in today’s programs as they provide very effective residual
control of small-seeded broadleaf such as waterhemp.
Group 15 herbicides are very important in today's programs
for residual control. They are very effective on small-seeded
broadleaf weeds and grasses. They can be applied
pre-emerge or for in-season residual control.
Group 22 herbicides such as Gramoxone® can result in very
effective burndown control without having a plant back
restriction like other burndown products.
Group 27 herbicides have provided effective control in corn
for the past 20 years. In LibertyLink® GT27™ soybeans,
Alite™ 27 will provide effective control of small-seeded
glyphosate-resistant weeds like waterhemp, with the ability
to recharge the residual with activating rainfalls.

* Resistant Species Source: https://iwilltakeaction.com/uploads/files/2020take-action-herbicide-classification-chart.pdf
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WATCHOUTS
When clethodim or sethoxydim are tank-mixed with certain herbicides, efficacy
could be reduced, including, but not limited to: Groups 2, 4, 10, and 15.
This was the most used post-emergence soybean herbicide in the '90s.
Therefore, activity may be very limited on pigweed species because of
resistant populations. Grass activity for many Group 2s is weaker compared
to other groups. Injury can occur on higher pH soils.
Limited large-seeded broadleaf activity (i.e. giant ragweed). Product can
be lost to volatilization and may need to be incorporated. Injury can occur
if the herbicide zone gets too close to the seed trench.
No grass activity.
Injury can occur on higher pH soils. Metribuzin residual activity is
rate dependent.

If tank-mixing with Liberty®, spray when weeds are less than 6 in.
to avoid antagonism.

Will be weaker on grasses, velvetleaf, and cocklebur. Liberty® is a contact
herbicide, making coverage + AMS the key to success. There is greater
efficacy when applications are applied in the middle of the day and
with high humidity.
Some PPOs such as Valor® or Authority® products can only be
sprayed pre-emergence. If cool, wet conditions persist, crop response
might be observed. Post-emergence applied PPOs such as Flexstar®,
Cobra®,and Ultra Blazer® will have a crop response. Residual activity of
PPOs alone will be weak on grasses and large-seeded broadleaf weeds
like giant ragweed.

No control of large-seeded broadleaf weeds such as giant ragweed,
morningglory, or velvetleaf.

Gramoxone® only has post-emergence activity. It will also be weaker on
grasses and weeds greater than 6 in. tall.

Group 27 herbicides will be weaker on larger-seeded broadleaf
weeds. Alite™ 27 can only be used in approved areas on
LibertyLink® GT27™ soybeans.
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PROPER TANK-MIXING & AMS
PROPER TANK-MIXING
With the advancement of herbicide tolerance traits and the increase
in weed resistance, there comes a need for a greater number of
herbicides tank-mixed within the same sprayer load. The primary
goal of adding multiple herbicides to the tank is to ensure every
weed receives a lethal dose and to reduce the risk of selecting
weeds for herbicide tolerance.
Proper tank-mixing is not just a matter of which products can be safely
mixed, but also in which order different herbicide formulations should
be added to the tank. First, make sure to adequately recirculate or
agitate all products; then be sure that pesticides and additives are
added to the tank in the correct order.
Dry products, including ammonium sulfate (AMS), are generally
added before liquids or flowables. A good rule of thumb for tankmixing is to apply the W-A-L-E-S or D-A-L-E-S method. Begin with
the tank at minimum, half-full of carrier or water, then add products
in the following order:
1. Add a VRA (volatility reducing agent). Must be utilized with
XtendiMax®, Engenia®, and Tavium® herbicides.
2. “W” refers to dry formulations such as wettable powders (WP,
W) and water-dispersible granules (WDG). Always add AMS
first, and be sure it is completely dissolved prior to adding any
herbicide.
3. “D” refers to dry flowables (DF). This includes water-soluble
packets. Always allow these packets to disperse fully prior to
adding any liquid formulations to the tank.
4. “A” means agitate thoroughly to ensure proper mixing.
Creating a rolling action is preferred.
5. “L” means liquids or flowables. This includes suspension
concentrates (SC).
6. “E” means emulsifiable concentrates (EC).
7. “S” means surfactant solutions are last to be added. Oils such
as COC or MSO are also solutions that go in the tank last.
Fill the remainder of the tank with carrier solution. Throughout the
process, maintain adequate agitation to avoid product separation.
It may be necessary to utilize a compatibility agent if dispersion
uniformity of a product is inadequate.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AMMONIUM SULFATE (AMS) TO LIBERTY ®
While each soybean herbicide trait is unique, there are two common
post-emergence herbicide tolerances in multiple platforms. In 2021,
three of the four soybean herbicide traits Beck’s will offer provide
tolerance to both glyphosate and glufosinate (Liberty). Both of these
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herbicides are considered to be weak acid herbicides and water
hardness greatly influences performance. As glyphosate-resistance
(GR) continues to affect a larger number of weed species, many
post-emergence programs rely heavily on Liberty. AMS is critical to
Liberty performance.
Much of the spray water many applicators utilize is sourced from
wells and is considered to be “hard water." Hard water is caused by
high levels of cations, primarily calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), and
sodium (Na). Not all herbicides are affected by hard water, but weak
acid herbicides are more likely to become tied up with these and
other cations, creating insoluble complexes. This, in turn, reduces
herbicide absorption into the plant. AMS can be used to reduce the
concentration of cations in the water. Below is an illustration showing
how both the ammonium (NH4+) and the sulfate (SO4-2) portion of
AMS play a critical role in the effectiveness of Liberty.

2: Glufosinate
(Liberty ®)

1: (NH 4) 2SO 4

(NH 4) Glufosinate
+

NH 4+

-

SO 4-2
Glufosinate -

Mg +2
Ca

+2

MgSO 4

CaSO 4

An adequate volume of AMS is critical to glufosinate efficacy.

SUGGESTIONS FOR MAXIMIZING LIBERTY ® PERFORMANCE WITH AMS:
• Test your water and measure water hardness and pH
• Always add AMS to the spray solution prior to Liberty® (or
glyphosate)
• Ensure AMS is completely dissolved before adding any herbicide
• Based on the water test, supply an adequate volume of
ammonium and sulfate to the spray carrier
• Sulfate (SO4-2) ions bind with hard water ions (Ca, Mg, Na, etc.)
• Ammonium (NH4+) binds with Liberty to increase herbicide
absorption
• Utilize higher AMS rates when targeting tough-to-control
weeds
• Mix the spray solution as close to application timing as possible
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COMPARING AMS SOURCES/WATER
CONDITIONING (14 DAT)
Below is a comparison of two different AMS sources at labeled
rates. The well water utilized tested 400-420 ppm hardness, which
is considered very hard. The liquid AMS did not provide a sufficient
volume of ammonium sulfate in comparison to dry AMS, thus
resulting in inadequate control.

Figure 2a. 32 oz. Roundup PowerMAX ® + 32 oz. Liberty ® +
3 pt./100 Gal. Liquid AMS

Figure 2b. 32 oz. Roundup PowerMAX ® + 32 oz. Liberty ®
+ 2.5 lb./A. Dry AMS
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Figure 1. Untreated

Figure 3a. 32 oz. Liberty® + 3 pt./100 Gal. Liquid AMS

Figure 3b. 32 oz. Liberty® + 2.5 lb./A. Dry AMS
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XTENDFLEX ® SOYBEANS
XtendFlex® soybeans are tolerant to three familiar herbicides:
XtendiMax®/Engenia®, Liberty®, and glyphosate. With the
XtendFlex system, farmers will have the option to spray
XtendiMax/Engenia as a pre-emerge or pre-plant with no plant
back restrictions. XtendiMax/Engenia will provide excellent control
of early-emerging, glyphosate-resistant (GR) weeds such as giant
ragweed and marestail. XtendiMax/Engenia will also provide soil
activity while many other burndown products do not. In-season,
Liberty will provide effective post-emergence control of GR weeds
such as giant ragweed, marestail, and waterhemp. Instead of just
one effective SOA, the XtendFlex system provides two effective
SOAs to control GR broadleaf weeds. XtendFlex also allows the
opportunity to use XtendiMax/Engenia in-season.
KEYS TO SUCCESS: XTENDIMAX ®AND ENGENIA®
• Like any platform, start clean with a burndown or tillage
• Effective broadleaf control of GR weeds such as giant ragweed,
marestail, waterhemp, and kochia. Dicamba is also effective on
other broadleaf weeds such as velvetleaf, cocklebur, etc.
• Pre-plant/Pre-emerge — very effective post-emergence activity
with no plant back restriction when planting XtendFlex® soybeans
• If weeds are present at the pre-emerge timing, use XtendiMax/
Engenia with an approved pre-emerge herbicide to control
emerged weeds
• Dicamba products such as XtendiMax have documented soil
activity up to 14 days
• There is no grass activity, so a grass herbicide such as
glyphosate or clethodim should be applied
• Use an approved nozzle with large droplet size - do not add AMS
• Target post-emergence trip 21 to 24 days after planting
KEYS TO SUCCESS: LIBERTY ®
• Liberty provides another effective SOA on GR weeds such as
giant ragweed, marestail, waterhemp, and kochia
• For contact herbicides, 20 gal./A. and great coverage is key
• Spray in the heat of the day; efficacy increases with humidity
• Utilize 2 to 3 lb. of AMS
• CANNOT be mixed with XtendiMax or Engenia
• Beck's PFR data shows that Liberty had 87% control and Liberty
+ glyphosate had 95% control of waterhemp at 28 DAT
• Manage Liberty + glyphosate applications the same as
Liberty applications (ex. spray volume, AMS, coverage)
All Engenia and XtendiMax tank-mix partners must be approved. Tank-mix partners
can be found at EngeniaTankMix.com and XtendimaxApplicationRequirements.com
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• Liberty will be weaker on grasses and some broadleaf weeds
such as velvetleaf and lambsquarters
• Clethodim can be added to control grass or volunteer corn
• Glyphosate can be added to control grass, velvetleaf, and
lambsquarters
HERBICIDE STUDY RESULTS
Contact herbicides such as Liberty require the entire plant to be
covered to achieve control. One major factor that influences Liberty
control is coverage. Systemic herbicides such as glyphosate can
translocate throughout the plant, therefore coverage will be much
more consistent across various carrier volumes. However, Liberty
success will be heavily impacted by the carrier rate. Liberty sprayed
at 20 gal./A. increased waterhemp control by 12% vs. 15 gal./A.. So,
what is cheaper, five gallons of water or one acre worth of product?
The addition of glyphosate does not change the 20 gal./A. Liberty
requirement to achieve the greatest control. Grass control was more
constant at 15 gal./A. when glyphosate was added to Liberty vs.
Liberty alone. However, Liberty does the heavy lifting for GR weeds
such as waterhemp, so 20 gal./A. is still needed when glyphosate is
added to Liberty. Increasing from 15 to 20 gal./A. improved Liberty +
glyphosate waterhemp control by 14%.

Figure 1. Liberty ® 15 gal./A.

Figure 2. Liberty ® 20 gal./A.
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THREE-PASS RECOMMENDATIONS - 3 OPTIONS

Gramoxone® SL 2.0 + metribuzin will be an effective
burndown while adding two SOAs on GR weeds. It will
have less residual value compared to other burndown products like Sharpen®,
but will not require plant back restrictions when using a Group 14 pre-emerge
herbicide. Engenia® or XtendiMax® will control GR broadleaf weeds that may
escape the burndown and also provide soil activity. Authority® XL or Valor®
XLT will provide residual control of waterhemp and large-seeded broadleaf
weeds, but will have less residual grass control compared to Authority
Supreme in option two. In the post-emergence trip, Warrant® will provide
an in-season residual layer for grasses and small-seeded broadleaf weeds.

OPTION 1

TIMING
Spring Early Burndown
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
Metribuzin (75DF)***
COC
Pre-Emergence
Authority® XL (or) Valor® XLT
XtendiMax® (or) Engenia®
Roundup PowerMAX®
Add approved DRA and VRA
Post-Emergence
Liberty®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)
Warrant®
AMS

RATE/A.

SOA #

40 oz.
4 oz.
1%

22
5

4 oz. (or) 3 oz.
22 oz. (or) 12.8 oz.
32 oz.

36 oz.
12 oz.
48 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

2, 14
4
9

10
1
15

*** Caution on high pH soils

Sharpen® in the burndown will offer greater residual value
compared to options one and three. Due to the Group 15,
Authority® Supreme will have greater grass control compared to Authority XL,
Valor® XLT, and Trivence®. Authority Supreme + metribuzin will result in three
effective SOAs on ALS-resistant waterhemp, but will have less large-seeded
broadleaf control compared to Authority XL, Valor XLT, and Trivence. Postemergence products such as XtendiMax® and Engenia® are very effective on
large-seeded broadleaf weeds like giant ragweed and small-seeded broadleaf
weeds like waterhemp and marestail. Group 4 herbicides have no grass
activity, so a grass herbicide such as Roundup PowerMAX® should be added.

OPTION 2

TIMING
Spring Early Burndown
Sharpen® s
Roundup PowerMAX®
MSO

RATE/A.

SOA #

1.5 oz.
32 oz.
1%

14
9

s Please note plant-back restrictions
All Engenia and XtendiMax tank-mix partners must be approved. Tank-mix partners
can be found at EngeniaTankMix.com and XtendimaxApplicationRequirements.com
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OPTION 2

CONT.

TIMING

RATE/A.

Pre-Emergence
Authority® Supreme
Metribuzin (75DF)***

8 oz.
4 oz.

Post-Emergence
Roundup PowerMAX®
XtendiMax® (or) Engenia®
Warrant®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)**
Add approved DRA and VRA

32 oz.
22 oz. (or) 12.8 oz.
48 oz.
12 oz.

SOA #
14, 15
5
9
4
15
1

** If needed to control volunteer glyphosate-tolerant corn
*** Caution on high pH soils

The burndown in this option will have greater postemergence grass control compared to option one
due to Roundup PowerMAX®. Group 4 herbicides will result in effective
burndown control of early-emerging GR broadleaf weeds like marestail and
giant ragweed. For the pre-emerge, the metribuzin in Trivence® will provide
some burndown activity, controlling small broadleaf weeds that may have
escaped. Adding Gramoxone® SL 2.0 can increase the burndown activity of
the pre-emergence application. Trivence is very effective on waterhemp and
large-seeded broadleaf weeds such as morningglory, cocklebur, and giant
ragweed. Group 15s like Dual II Magnum® will provide very effective inseason residual control of grasses and waterhemp.

OPTION 3

TIMING

RATE/A.

Spring Early Burndown
Roundup PowerMAX®
XtendiMax® (or) Engenia®
Add approved DRA and VRA

32 oz.
22 oz. (or) 12.8 oz.

Pre-Emergence
Trivence®
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
COC

6 oz.
40 oz.
1%

Post-Emergence*
Roundup PowerMAX®
Liberty®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)**
Dual II Magnum®
AMS

32 oz.
32 oz.
6 - 8 oz.
16 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

SOA #
9
4

2, 5, 14
22

9
10
1
15

* May cause crop response in high heat and humidity
** If needed to control volunteer glyphosate-tolerant corn
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TWO-PASS RECOMMENDATIONS - 4 OPTIONS

Authority® MTZ will result in very effective control of smallseeded broadleaf weeds such as waterhemp. With no
Group 2 herbicide, Authority MTZ will be weaker on large-seeded broadleaf
like giant ragweed, cocklebur, and velvetleaf when compared to Authority
XL, Valor® XLT, and Trivence®. However, Engenia® and XtendiMax® will have
effective post-emergence control on large-seeded broadleaf weeds. Liberty®
will provide effective post-emergence control of GR weeds while glyphosate
will control some of the weeds Liberty is weaker on, such as lambsquarters,
velvetleaf, and grasses. Group 15 products such as Zidua® SC will provide an
in-season residual barrier for waterhemp and grasses.

OPTION 1

TIMING
Pre-Emergence
Roundup PowerMAX®
Authority® MTZ
XtendiMax® (or) Engenia®
Add approved DRA and VRA
Post-Emergence
Liberty®
Roundup PowerMAX®
Zidua® SC
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)**
AMS*

RATE/A.
32 oz.
10 oz.
22 oz. (or) 12.8 oz.

32 oz.
32 oz.
3.2 oz.
6 - 8 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

SOA #
9
5,14
4

10
9
15
1

* May cause crop response in high heat and humidity
** If needed to control volunteer glyphosate-tolerant corn

Fierce® MTZ will result in greater residual grass control
compared to Authority® MTZ, Authority XL, Valor®
®
XLT, and Trivence . Also, Fierce MTZ will result in three effective SOAs
on ALS-resistant waterhemp. Fierce MTZ will have some burndown
activity, however if heavy marestail is present, consider the addition of
Gramoxone® SL 2.0. In the post-emergence trip, Liberty® will be very
effective on marestail, waterhemp, and giant ragweed while Warrant® will
provide in-season protection from grasses and waterhemp.

OPTION 2

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Pre-Emergence
Fierce® MTZ
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
COC

16 oz.
40 oz.
1%

5,14,15
22

Post-Emergence
Liberty®
Warrant®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)
AMS

36 oz.
48 oz.
12 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

10
15
1
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Authority® XL and Valor® XLT will only have one effective
SOA on ALS-resistant waterhemp. However, the Group 2
component will result in greater large-seeded broadleaf control compared to
Authority MTZ and Fierce® MTZ. The post-emergence activity of XtendiMax®
or Engenia® will help control some early-emerging weeds like marestail and
giant ragweed.

OPTION 3

TIMING

RATE/A.

Pre-Emergence
Roundup PowerMAX®
Authority® XL (or) Valor® XLT
XtendiMax® (or) Engenia®
Add approved DRA and VRA
Post-Emergence
Liberty®
Zidua® SC
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)
AMS

32 oz.
4 oz. (or) 3 oz.
22 oz. (or) 12.8 oz.

36 oz.
3.2 oz.
6 - 8 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

SOA #
9
2,14
4

10
15
1

Gramoxone® SL 2.0, when tank-mixed with Trivence®, will
result in effective burndown of early-emerging weeds
such as giant ragweed and marestail. For residual control, Trivence will
have greater control compared to Authority® MTZ or Fierce® MTZ on largeseeded broadleaf weeds like giant ragweed, cocklebur, and morningglory.
Trivence contains metribuzin, resulting in two effective SOAs on ALS-resistant
waterhemp. For the post-emergence application, Tavium® Plus will result in
effective post-emergence control of GR broadleaf weeds like marestail and
residual control of small-seeded broadleaf weeds and grasses.

OPTION 4

TIMING
Pre-Emergence
Trivence®
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
COC
Post-Emergence
Roundup PowerMAX®
Tavium® Plus
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)**
Add approved DRA and VRA

RATE/A.

SOA #

6 oz.
40 oz.
1%

2,5,14
22

32 oz.
56.5 oz.
6 - 8 oz.

9
4,15
1

** If needed to control volunteer glyphosate-tolerant corn

All Engenia and XtendiMax tank-mix partners must be approved. Tank-mix partners
can be found at EngeniaTankMix.com and XtendimaxApplicationRequirements.com
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ROUNDUP READY 2 XTEND ®
XtendiMax® and Engenia® have shown excellent post-emergence
activity on tough-to-control, glyphosate-resistant (GR) weeds such
as waterhemp, marestail, and giant ragweed. The addition of
Roundup PowerMAX® in the tank broadens the weed spectrum,
resulting in activity on grasses and boosts activity on glyphosatesusceptible (GS) broadleaf weeds such as morningglory, velvetleaf,
and cocklebur. Dicamba products like XtendiMax have been
documented to provide up to 14 days of soil activity, giving them
an advantage over other herbicides. When it comes to tough-tocontrol weeds such as GR marestail, dicamba activity is greater than
other growth regulators in heavy weed pressure scenarios.
KEYS TO SUCCESS:
• Just like any platform, an effective pre-emergence application is
the foundation of successful weed control
• XtendiMax® and Engenia® can be sprayed pre-emergence with
no plant back restrictions when planting Roundup Ready 2
Xtend® or XtendFlex® soybeans; this is an effective burndown
option for winter annuals such as marestail and early-emerging
summer annuals such as giant ragweed
• In-season, XtendiMax/Engenia will provide very effective
post-emergence control of GR weeds such as marestail, giant
ragweed, and waterhemp
• Herbicides such as Roundup PowerMAX® or clethodim are
required for grass control
• Roundup PowerMAX boosts broadleaf activity
on GS weeds
• Power in the PRE™
• If XtendiMax or Engenia, are not used in the postemergence trip and GR weeds are a concern, utilize a
pre-emerge herbicide with two to three effective SOAs
for the weeds you face
• Spray a post-emergence application 21 to 24 days after
planting with an in-season residual
HERBICIDE STUDY RESULTS
Beck's 2020 PFR data showed that using three “effective” SOAs
resulted in the greatest waterhemp control. The waterhemp
population was suspected to be resistant to glyphosate, therefore,
the glyphosate had very effective grass control but no waterhemp
control. Group 15 herbicides such as Dual II Magnum®, Outlook®,
Warrant®, and Zidua® provide very effective residual activity. When

All Engenia and XtendiMax tank-mix partners must be approved. Tank-mix partners
can be found at EngeniaTankMix.com and XtendimaxApplicationRequirements.com
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using one, two, or three “effective” SOAs, overlapping residuals
increased waterhemp control by 8, 7, and 4% 28 DAT, respectively.
In the face of GR broadleaf weeds, Group 14 post-emergence
herbicides such as fomesafen or Flexstar®, Cobra®, Ultra Blazer®
etc. can provide post-emergence activity of GR waterhemp. A
pre-mix like Warrant® Ultra contains both a Group 15 for residual
activity and a Group 14 for post-emergence activity. Some
waterhemp populations have developed resistance to Group 14
herbicides. If PPO- or glyphosate-resistant broadleaf weeds are
a concern, dicamba products such as XtendiMax or Engenia will
provide very effective in-season control.

Figure 1. 1 SOA fb
Glyphosate

Figure 2. 2 SOA fb
Glyphosate

Figure 3. 3 SOA fb
Glyphosate

Figure 4. 1 SOA fb Glyphosate +
In-Season Residual Herbicide

White Flags = Waterhemp
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THREE-PASS RECOMMENDATIONS - 3 OPTIONS

This option’s spring burndown will have the greatest
residual value compared to options two and three.
Authority® MTZ has limited control on some large-seeded broadleaf
weeds. However, Roundup PowerMAX® and XtendiMax® or Engenia®
will provide effective post-emergence activity on large-seeded broadleaf
weeds. Group 15 herbicides such as Zidua® SC can provide an in-season
residual barrier. The residual control from Zidua SC will be very effective on
waterhemp and grasses.

OPTION 1

TIMING
Spring Early Burndown
Sharpen® s
Roundup PowerMAX®
Dual II Magnum®
MSO
Pre-Emergence
Authority® MTZ
XtendiMax® (or) Engenia®
Add approved DRA and VRA
Post-Emergence
Roundup PowerMAX®
Zidua® SC
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)**

RATE/A.

SOA #

1.5 oz.
32 oz.
16 oz.
1%

14
9
15

10 oz.
22 oz. (or) 12.8 oz.

32 oz.
3.2 oz.
6 - 8 oz.

5,14
4

9
15
1

s Please note plant-back restrictions
** If needed to control volunteer glyphosate-tolerant corn

Valor® and 2,4-D will result in effective control of
marestail and summer annuals such as waterhemp.
Adding Gramoxone® SL 2.0 in the pre-emerge application will have very
effective burndown activity on weeds less than 6 in. tall. Boundary® will
provide effective residual control of grasses and small-seeded broadleaf
weeds. However, Boundary’s control of large-seeded broadleaf weeds
such as cocklebur, morningglory, and velvetleaf will be limited. The
residual activity with Warrant® Ultra will struggle on large-seeded broadleaf
weeds, possibly resulting in late-season flushes. Warrant Ultra will provide
very effective post-emergence activity of GR waterhemp, however some
waterhemp populations may be resistant to fomesafen.

OPTION 2

TIMING
Spring Early Burndown
Roundup PowerMAX®
2, 4-D (LV6)s
Valor® EZ

RATE/A.

SOA #

32 oz.
22 oz.
2 oz.

9
4
14

s Please note plant-back restrictions

All Engenia and XtendiMax tank-mix partners must be approved. Tank-mix partners
can be found at EngeniaTankMix.com and XtendimaxApplicationRequirements.com
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OPTION 2

CONT.

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Pre-Emergence
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
Boundary®
COC

40 oz.
32 oz.
1%

22
5,15

Post-Emergence
Roundup PowerMAX®
Warrant® Ultran
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)**

32 oz.
48 - 65 oz.
12 oz.

9
14, 15
1

** If needed to control volunteer glyphosate-tolerant corn
n
Use rate is dependent on geography

The spring burndown residual value will not be as great as
in option one. However, Gramoxone® SL 2.0, a Group 22
herbicide, can result in effective control of weeds that may have escaped the
spring burndown, especially if the weeds are less than 6 in. tall. Sonic® offers
greater control of larger-seeded broadleaf weeds compared to Authority®
MTZ and Boundary®. However, Sonic will only have one effective SOA on
ALS-resistant waterhemp compared to Authority MTZ and Boundary that
would have two effective SOAs. Just like options one and two, Warrant® may
be necessary in a post-emergence application to ensure effective residual
grass and waterhemp control.

OPTION 3

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Spring Early Burndown
Sharpen® s
Roundup PowerMAX®
MSO

1.5 oz.
32 oz.
1%

14
9

Pre-Emergence
Sonic®
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
COC

4 oz.
40 oz.
1%

2,14
22

Post-Emergence
Roundup PowerMAX®
XtendiMax® (or) Engenia®
Warrant®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)**
Add approved DRA and VRA

32 oz.
22 oz. (or) 12.8 oz.
48 oz.
12 oz.

9
4
15
1

s Please note plant-back restrictions
** If needed to control volunteer glyphosate-tolerant corn
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TWO-PASS RECOMMENDATIONS - 4 OPTIONS

In this option, the pre-emergence herbicides will provide
effective small and large-seeded broadleaf control, but
less residual grass control compared to the other options in the two-pass
program. If grass pressure is present at the time of the pre-emergence
application, consider adding Roundup PowerMAX® to the tank. XtendiMax®
or Engenia® will result in very effective control of early-emerging weeds
such as marestail and giant ragweed. For the post-emergence application,
Roundup PowerMAX will provide effective control of grasses that may
have escaped the pre-emergence application while Warrant® provides very
effective residual grass and waterhemp activity.

OPTION 1

TIMING
Pre-Emergence
Roundup PowerMAX®
Authority® XL (or) Valor® XLT
XtendiMax® (or) Engenia®
Add approved DRA and VRA
Post-Emergence
Roundup PowerMAX®
Cobra®
Warrant®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)**

RATE/A.
32 oz.
4 oz. (or) 3 oz.
22 oz. (or) 12.8 oz.

32 oz.
12.5 oz.
48 oz.
12 oz.

SOA #
9
2,14
4

9
14
15
1

** If needed to control volunteer glyphosate-tolerant corn

Zidua® Pro will offer residual protection against grasses
and small-seeded broadleaf weeds while also providing
residual and burndown activity on large-seeded broadleaf weeds. Roundup
PowerMAX® will provide effective post-emergence control of cocklebur,
morningglory, and velvetleaf. We typically see pre-emerge herbicides
break roughly 28 DAT; therefore an in-season residual like Warrant will
likely be necessary. XtendiMax® or Engenia® will provide additional control
of GR and ALS- and PPO-resistant broadleaf weeds.

OPTION 2

TIMING
Pre-Emergence
Roundup PowerMAX®
Zidua® Pro
MSO
Post-Emergence
Warrant®
Roundup PowerMAX®
XtendiMax® (or) Engenia®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)**
Add approved DRA and VRA

RATE/A.

SOA #

32 oz.
6 oz.
1%

9
2,14,15

48 oz.
32 oz.
22 oz. (or) 12.8 oz.
12 oz.

15
9
4
1

** If needed to control volunteer glyphosate-tolerant corn
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Fierce® MTZ will result in three effective SOAs on ALSresistant waterhemp vs. Authority® XL or Valor® XLT,
which only have one effective SOA. Fierce MTZ will have greater grass
control than Authority XL or Valor XLT in option one, but less large-seeded
broadleaf activity. Compared to other products, Fierce MTZ can provide
longer residual control, but in cool, wet conditions, can cause PPO injury.
Prefix® will provide very effective residual waterhemp and grass control, and
it can also provide effective post-emergence activity of GR waterhemp due
to the fomesafen component. However, some waterhemp populations may
be resistant.

OPTION 3

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Pre-Emergence
Fierce® MTZ
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
COC

16 oz.
40 oz.
1%

5,14,15
22

Post-Emergence
Prefix®n
Roundup PowerMAX®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)**

32 oz.
32 oz.
6 - 8 oz.

14,15
9
1

** If needed to control volunteer glyphosate-tolerant corn
n
Use rate is dependent on geography

The Authority® Elite in option four will be very effective
on grasses and waterhemp. The addition of metribuzin
not only adds another SOA, but also provides greater waterhemp and
marestail control. However, these products’ residual control will struggle
on large-seeded broadleaf weeds compared to options one. Warrant® will
provide an in-season residual for waterhemp as well as grasses.

OPTION 4

TIMING
Pre-Emergence
Authority® Elite
Metribuzin (75DF)***
Roundup PowerMAX®
Post-Emergence
Warrant®
XtendiMax® (or) Engenia®
Roundup PowerMAX®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)**
Add approved DRA and VRA

RATE/A.

SOA #

28 oz.
4 oz.
32 oz.

14,15
5
9

48 oz.
22 oz. (or) 12.8 oz.
32 oz.
12 oz.

15
4
9
1

** If needed to control volunteer glyphosate-tolerant corn
*** Caution on high pH soils
All Engenia and XtendiMax tank-mix partners must be approved. Tank-mix partners
can be found at EngeniaTankMix.com and XtendimaxApplicationRequirements.com
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LIBERTYLINK ® GT27 ®
LibertyLink® GT27® combines two platforms that farmers are familiar
with, Liberty® and glyphosate. Liberty is very effective on toughto-control, glyphosate-resistant (GR) weeds such as waterhemp,
marestail, and giant ragweed. However, Liberty may be slightly
weaker on grasses and a few broadleaf weeds such as velvetleaf
and lambsquarters. What gives the LibertyLink GT27 system an
advantage over the traditional LibertyLink® system is the fact that
we can use an approved glyphosate formulation post-emergence.
This is important because many of the weeds that Liberty is weaker
on, glyphosate controls very well.
KEYS TO SUCCESS
• Just like any platform, an effective pre-emergence application will
be the foundation for success
• Target weeds, especially grasses, that are less than 4 in. tall
• Pair with a Group 15 herbicide for an in-season residual barrier
when early post-emergence applications are applied
• Use nozzles with smaller droplets, such as the TeeJet® Turbo
TwinJet®
• Keys to Liberty®
• Coverage is king — 20 gal./A. with smaller droplets
• By 28 DAT, Beck's PFR data shows that 20 gal./A. increases
control of waterhemp by 12% and fall panicum by 5%, when
compared to 15 gal./A.
• Utilize 2 to 3 lb./A. of AMS
• Target afternoon applications when it is hot and humid
• For successful grass control, target small grasses and add
clethodim to the tank
• Keys to Liberty + glyphosate
• Use an approved glyphosate formulation for glyphosatetolerant crops
• Run a 1:1 ratio (32 oz. - Liberty : 1.125 lb. ae. - glyphosate)
• Provides broader spectrum weed control vs. Liberty or
glyphosate alone
• Manage exactly like Liberty applications
• 20 gal./A., 2 to 3 lb./A. AMS (crop response may vary
depending on heat, humidity, and nozzles producing
finer droplets)
• Just like Liberty applications, Liberty + glyphosate
applications need nozzles that produce smaller
droplets. Beck's PFR data shows that waterhemp control
increased by 11% when using XR TeeJet® vs. TTI™
• Glyphosate can boost the efficacy of Liberty in morning
and evening applications; however, the best efficacy occurs
during the heat of the day
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HERBICIDE STUDY RESULTS
How critical are in-season residuals with your Liberty® application?
Many post-emergence herbicides such as Liberty only have postemergence activity. Therefore, emerged problematic weeds such
as GR waterhemp will be controlled, but will provide no future
protection. Group 15 herbicides such as Dual II Magnum®,
Outlook®, Warrant®, and Zidua® provide very effective in-season
residual protection against waterhemp and grasses. Canopy
closure can help reduce new flushes of weeds, however, many
pre-emerge herbicides will break before canopy closure, making
the use of an in-season residual critical. Beck’s multi-year harvest
rating data shows a 6% increase in waterhemp control when a
Group 15 in-season residual was used across multiple-trait
platforms. What about a Liberty system? In 2020, Beck's PFR data
shows a 4% increase in waterhemp control when a pre-emerge fb
Liberty + Warrant application was used vs. a pre-emerge fb Liberty
application. With a plant that has been documented to produce
100,000 seeds even with soybean competition, a 4% increase will
play a large role in reducing the soil seed bank.

Figure 1. Pre-Emerge fb Liberty ® (28 DAT)

Figure 2. Pre-Emerge fb Liberty ® + Warrant ® (28 DAT)

Flags = Waterhemp
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THREE-PASS RECOMMENDATIONS - 3 OPTIONS

2,4-D is a cost-effective option to control winter annuals
like GR marestail and early-emerging summer annuals
such as giant ragweed. The burndown in option one will have less residual
activity compared to options two and three. Authority® Edge will result in
effective residual control on waterhemp and grasses. Adding metribuzin
provides post-emergence activity on waterhemp and marestail that may have
escaped the burndown. For residual waterhemp control, the pre-emergence
application will have three effective SOAs on ALS-resistant waterhemp. In
the post-emergence application, Liberty® has effective activity on weeds
such as waterhemp. The addition of clethodim will help increase the postemergence activity on grasses and control volunteer corn. Warrant® will
provide residual control of grasses as well as small-seeded broadleaf weeds
such as waterhemp.

OPTION 1

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Spring Early Burndown
Roundup PowerMAX®
2,4-D (LV6)s

32 oz.
22 oz.

9
4

Pre-Emergence
Authority® Edge
Metribuzin (75DF)***

9 oz.
4 oz.

14, 15
5

Post-Emergence
Liberty®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)
Warrant®
AMS

36 oz.
12 oz.
48 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

10
1
15

s Please note plant-back restrictions
*** Caution on high pH soils

Sharpen® will increase control of marestail, waterhemp,
and giant ragweed, and provide some residual activity.
Gramoxone® SL 2.0 provides another SOA for marestail and waterhemp,
but will have no residual activity. Boundary® contains both a Group 5 and
Group 15 for residual control of waterhemp. The Group 15 will provide
residual control of grass and small-seeded broadleaf weeds. Liberty®
+ clethodim will result in effective post-emergence control of escaped
weeds, while the Group 15 herbicide will provide an in-season residual for
late-emerging weeds.

OPTION 2

TIMING
Spring Early Burndown
2,4-D (LV6)s
Roundup PowerMAX®
Sharpen®
MSO

RATE/A.

SOA #

22 oz.
32 oz.
1 oz.
1%

4
9
14
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OPTION 2

CONT.

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Pre-Emergence
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
Boundary®
COC

40 oz.
32 oz.
1%

22
5,15

Post-Emergence
Liberty®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)
Zidua® SC
AMS

36 oz.
6 - 8 oz.
3.2 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

10
1
15

The addition of metribuzin to Gramoxone® SL 2.0 will result
in burndown activity and will add some residual control of
future weeds. Residual activity with Valor® XLT will be effective on marestail,
but also small-seeded summer annuals such as waterhemp. Valor XLT is a
Group 2 and Group 14 herbicide. The Group 2 component will increase the
large-seeded broadleaf control for weeds such as morningglory. Valor XLT will
have greater large-seeded broadleaf control, but will have less grass control
compared to Boundary® and Authority® Edge. Liberty® will provide effective
post-emergence control of glyphosate-resistant weeds while the addition of
glyphosate will help increase Liberty's grass and velvetleaf control.

OPTION 3

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Spring Early Burndown
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
Metribuzin (75DF)***
COC

40 oz.
4 - 5 oz.
1%

22
5

Pre-Emergence
Valor® XLT
Roundup PowerMAX®

3 oz.
32 oz.

Post-Emergence
Liberty®
Glyphosate (5 lb. a.i./gal.)
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)**
Outlook®
AMS*

32 oz.
36 oz.
6 - 8 oz.
16 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

2,14
9
10
9
1
15

* May cause crop response in high heat and humidity
** If needed to control volunteer glyphosate-tolerant corn
*** Caution on high pH soils
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TWO-PASS RECOMMENDATIONS - 3 OPTIONS

Zidua® Pro has burndown and residual activity. The
Group 15 component will result in effective residual
grass and waterhemp control. Zidua Pro will also provide effective
burndown activity on marestail thanks to the Sharpen® component. The
addition of 2,4-D also increases the burndown activity of giant ragweed,
marestail, and waterhemp. Liberty® will be effective on summer annuals
and marestail that escaped the burndown/pre-emergence application. A
Group 15 like Dual II Magnum® in the post-emergence application will
provide an in-season residual barrier.

OPTION 1

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Pre-Emergence
Zidua® Pro
Roundup PowerMAX®
2,4-D (LV6)s
MSO

6 oz.
32 oz.
11 oz.
1%

2,14,15
9
4

Post-Emergence
Liberty®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)
Dual II Magnum®
AMS

36 oz.
6 - 8 oz.
16 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

10
1
15

s Please note plant-back restrictions

Without 2,4-D, option two will have no plant-back
restriction. Fierce® MTZ will have some burndown
activity, but if weeds are present, consider adding a burndown herbicide. For
waterhemp and grass control, Fierce MTZ will provide exceptional residual
control. Fierce MTZ does not contain a Group 2 or ALS herbicide, reducing
large-seeded broadleaf activity. Therefore, option three will have greater
control of large-seeded broadleaf weeds. However, Fierce MTZ will provide
three effective SOAs on ALS-resistant weeds.

OPTION 2

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Pre-Emergence
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
Fierce® MTZ
COC

40 oz.
16 oz.
1%

22
5, 14,15

Post-Emergence
Liberty®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)
Outlook®
AMS

36 oz.
6 - 8 oz.
16 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

10
1
15
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Valor® XLT + metribuzin has residual and burndown
control of many weeds such as waterhemp and
marestail. However, when Gramoxone® SL 2.0 and metribuzin are tankmixed together, they will provide exceptional burndown activity on
waterhemp and marestail. Valor XLT + metribuzin will have less residual
control of grasses compared to Zidua® Pro or Fierce® MTZ. Valor XLT +
metribuzin will have greater large-seeded broadleaf activity compared to
Fierce MTZ and Zidua Pro. Alite™ 27 will provide another effective SOA
for small-seeded broadleaf weeds such as waterhemp.

OPTION 3

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Pre-Emergence
Alite™ 27n
Valor® XLT
Metribuzin (75DF)***
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
COC

3 oz.
3 oz.
4 oz.
40 oz.
1%

27
2,14
5
22

Post-Emergence
Liberty®
Glyphosate (5 lb. a.i./gal.)
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)**
Zidua® SC
AMS*

32 oz.
36 oz.
6 - 8 oz.
3.2 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

10
9
1
15

* May cause crop response in high heat and humidity
** If needed to control volunteer glyphosate-tolerant corn
*** Caution on high pH soils
n

Use rate is dependent on geography
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ENLIST E3 ®
The Enlist E3® system has tolerance to Liberty®, glyphosate, and
2,4-D choline, which is available in two formulations: Enlist One®
(2,4-D choline) and Enlist Duo® (2,4-D choline + glyphosate). Each
of these herbicides has strengths and weaknesses on the weeds
you may face on your farm. Liberty and 2,4-D choline will be very
effective on tough-to-control, glyphosate-resistant (GR) weeds such
as marestail, waterhemp, and giant ragweed. 2,4-D will have no
grass control, and Liberty’s ability to control larger grasses may not
be sufficient either. Glyphosate provides flexibility for glyphosate
susceptible (GS) broadleaf weeds and grasses. When dealing with
GR weeds, the addition of Liberty to Enlist One will make the 2,4-D
choline more effective.
KEYS TO SUCCESS
• Just like any platform, pre-emergence herbicides will be the
foundation for success
• Enlist One or Enlist Duo can be sprayed pre-emerge with no
plant back restriction when planting Enlist E3 soybeans
• Target weeds less than 4 in. tall
• For post-emergence applications, an approved Group 15
herbicide will provide an in-season residual barrier
• Enlist One + Liberty
• Should be tank-mixed at a 1:1 ratio
• Enlist One is more effective on GR weeds at the
higher 32 oz. rate
• Use best management practices for Liberty applications
• Tough-to-Control Weeds
• Enlist One, when tank-mixed with Liberty, will maximize GR
marestail control
• In heavy waterhemp pressure, Liberty + Enlist One will result
in much better efficacy over glyphosate
• Liberty + Enlist One has two effective SOAs on GR
broadleaf weeds
• Enlist One + glyphosate can be an effective option if GR
marestail is not an issue or if GR waterhemp pressure is low
HERBICIDE STUDY RESULTS
Enlist® One and Enlist® Duo can provide effective control of
glyphosate-resistant (GR) weeds such as waterhemp, marestail, and
giant ragweed. In 2020, Beck's PFR conducted a burndown study
to evaluate Enlist One marestail control. Enlist One + glyphosate
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resulted in 73% marestail control by 28 days after treatment (DAT).
Once the marestail plant bolts, it becomes more difficult to control.
The addition of Liberty® to Enlist One increased marestail efficacy
to 96% control by 28 DAT. The marestail population was suspected
to be resistant to glyphosate. Therefore, the mixture of Enlist One +
Liberty resulted in two “effective” SOAs. Another effective marestail
burndown option is Sharpen®. Sharpen + glyphosate resulted in
96% control by 28 DAT. Though Enlist One + Liberty resulted in
very effective marestail control, we don’t want to over use one SOA.
Therefore, adding Sharpen to Enlist One provides another effective
burndown option. Enlist One + Sharpen + glyphosate resulted in
99% marestail control by 28 DAT.

Figure 1. Untreated (21 DAT)

Figure 2. Enlist ® One +
Glyphosate (21 DAT)

Figure 3. Enlist ® One +
Liberty ® (21 DAT)

Figure 4. Enlist® One + Sharpen®
+ Glyphosate (21 DAT)
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THREE-PASS RECOMMENDATIONS - 3 OPTIONS

Roundup PowerMAX® + 2,4-D is a very effective
burndown option for early-emerging summer annuals like
giant ragweed, but soil activity will be very limited. For the pre-emergence
application, Fierce® MTZ will be very effective on grasses and small-seeded
broadleaf weeds such as waterhemp. For ALS-resistant waterhemp, Fierce
MTZ will result in three effective SOAs. The residual control of Fierce MTZ
for giant ragweed, cocklebur, and morningglory will be weaker compared to
option two. However, Liberty® can provide effective post-emergence control
of giant ragweed. Dual II Magnum® will provide in-season protection from
later-emerging waterhemp and grasses.

OPTION 1

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Spring Early Burndown
2,4-D (LV6)s
Roundup PowerMAX®

22 oz.
32 oz.

4
9

Pre-Emergence
Fierce® MTZ
Roundup PowerMAX®

16 oz.
32 oz.

5,14,15
9

Post-Emergence
Liberty®
Dual II Magnum®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)
AMS

36 oz.
16 oz.
6 - 8 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

10
15
1

s Please note plant-back restrictions

Enlist Duo® will result in excellent giant ragweed and
waterhemp control. When planting Enlist E3® soybeans,
Enlist Duo will not require any plant back restrictions. Trivence® will result in
excellent large-seeded broadleaf control of weeds such as giant ragweed,
cocklebur, and morningglory, as well as small-seeded broadleaf activity.
Trivence will have weaker grass control compared to Fierce® MTZ and Zidua®
Pro. Therefore, the addition of a Group 15 herbicide in the post-emergence
trip is crucial for residual grass control. For post-emergence activity, Enlist
Duo will provide excellent control of giant ragweed that emerge in-season.

OPTION 2

TIMING
Spring Early Burndown
Enlist Duo®
AMS

RATE/A.

SOA #

76 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

4,9
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OPTION 2

CONT.

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Pre-Emergence
Trivence®
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
COC

6 oz.
40 oz.
1%

2,5,14
22

Post-Emergence*
Enlist Duo®
Warrant®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)**
AMS

76 oz.
48 oz.
12 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

4,9
15
1

* Products listed on EnlistTankMix.com have not been tested for crop response.
** If needed to control volunteer glyphosate-tolerant corn

Gramoxone® SL 2.0, a Group 22 herbicide, has excellent
burndown activity. The addition of metribuzin adds
another effective SOA and increases Gramoxone SL 2.0 activity. Zidua®
Pro will have post-emergence and residual activity on small-seeded
broadleaf weeds such as waterhemp. The Sharpen® component in Zidua
Pro will result in greater marestail burndown activity compared to Fierce®
MTZ or Trivence®. Compared to Trivence, Zidua Pro’s residual activity
will be weaker on large-seeded broadleaf weeds such as giant ragweed,
morningglory, and cocklebur. Enlist One®, when tank mixed with Liberty®,
will result in excellent giant ragweed, marestail, and waterhemp control,
while providing two effective SOAs on GR broadleaf weeds.

OPTION 3

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Spring Early Burndown
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
Metribuzin (75DF) )***
COC

40 oz.
4 - 5 oz.
1%

22
5

Pre-Emergence
Zidua® Pro
Roundup PowerMAX®
MSO

6 oz.
32 oz.
1%

Post-Emergence*
Enlist One®
Liberty®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)
AMS

32 oz.
32 oz.
6 - 8 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

2,14,15
9

4
10
1

* Products listed on EnlistTankMix.com have not been tested for crop response.
*** Caution on high pH soils
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TWO-PASS RECOMMENDATIONS - 4 OPTIONS

Zidua® Pro will have greater grass activity compared to
Sonic® and Trivence®. For marestail burndown, Zidua Pro
contains Sharpen®, which will result in effective control. Zidua Pro’s residual
activity on larger-seeded broadleaf weeds, such as giant ragweed, will be
weaker compared to Trivence and Sonic. However, Enlist One® + Liberty® will
be very effective for post-emergence control of GR giant ragweed and smallseeded broadleaf weeds such as waterhemp and marestail.

OPTION 1

TIMING
Pre-Emergence
Zidua® Pro
Roundup PowerMAX®
MSO

RATE/A.

SOA #

6 oz.
32 oz.
1%

2, 14, 15
9

Post-Emergence*
Enlist One®
Liberty®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i/gal.)
AMS

32 oz.
32 oz.
6 - 8 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

4
10
1

* Products listed on EnlistTankMix.com have not been tested for crop response.

OPTION 2

Gramoxone® SL 2.0 provides an alternative burndown
compared to the other options in the two-pass system.
Trivence® is effective on large and small-seeded broadleaf weeds. However,
without a Group 15, residual grass control will be weaker compared
to Zidua® Pro and Authority® Edge. Enlist One® + Liberty® will result in
effective post-emergence control of GR marestail, waterhemp, and giant
ragweed. However, the combination of Dual II Magnum®, clethodim, and
AMS can result in major crop response in humid conditions.

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Pre-Emergence
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
Trivence®
COC

40 oz.
6 oz.
1%

22
2, 5, 14

Post-Emergence*
Enlist One®
Liberty®
Dual II Magnum®

32 oz.
32 oz.
16 oz.

4
10
15

Clethodim (2 lb. a.i/gal.)
AMS

6 - 8 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

1

* Products listed on EnlistTankMix.com have not been tested for crop response.
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This pre-emerge program is very effective on largeseeded broadleaf weeds such as giant ragweed,
cocklebur, and morningglory. Enlist Duo® will result in burndown activity
of both broadleaf weeds and grasses, while Sonic® will provide a residual
barrier for broadleaf weeds such as waterhemp, marestail, and giant
ragweed. However, Sonic residual activity will only provide one "effective"
SOA on ALS-resistant waterhemp. The residual value of Warrant® is
inadequate for giant ragweed control, but is very effective on grasses and
waterhemp. Enlist Duo® will result in effective post-emergence control
of giant ragweed. However, post-emergence control of marestail will be
weaker compared to options one and two.

OPTION 3

TIMING
Pre-Emergence
Enlist Duo®
Sonic®
AMS

RATE/A.

SOA #

76 oz.
4 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

4, 9
2, 14

76 oz.
48 oz.
12 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

4, 9
15
1

Post-Emergence*
Enlist Duo®
Warrant®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i/gal.)**
AMS

* Products listed on EnlistTankMix.com have not been tested for crop response.
** If needed to control volunteer glyphosate-tolerant corn

The residual activity of Authority® Edge is very effective
on small-seeded broadleaf weeds such as waterhemp.
Without a Group 2, Authority Edge's activity on larger-seeded broadleaf
weeds, such as giant ragweed, will be less effective when compared to
options two and three. However, Enlist Duo® will boost the burndown
activity of giant ragweed and other broadleaf weeds. Group 15 herbicides
such as Outlook® offer excellent residual activity of grasses and provide
another layer of residual for waterhemp control.

OPTION 4

TIMING
Pre-Emergence
Enlist Duo®
Authority® Edge
AMS

RATE/A.

SOA #

76 oz.
9 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

4, 9
14,15

36 oz.
16 oz.
6 - 8 oz.
2 - 3 lb.

10
15
1

Post-Emergence
Liberty®
Outlook®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i/gal.)
AMS
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THREE-PASS RECOMMENDATIONS - 3 OPTIONS

The burndown in this option will achieve excellent
control and will be very cost effective. Fierce® MTZ
will result in excellent grass control as well as waterhemp and marestail
control. Fierce MTZ will have less large-seeded broadleaf activity
compared to Fierce XLT. However, Fierce MTZ will result in three effective
SOAs on ALS-resistant waterhemp. Similar to other herbicide programs
that contain fomesafen, the post-emergence control of waterhemp from
Flexstar® will be poor if the waterhemp population is resistant.

OPTION 1

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Spring Early Burndown
Roundup PowerMAX®
2,4-D (LV6)s

32 oz.
22 oz.

9
4

Pre-Emergence
Fierce® MTZ
Roundup PowerMAX®

16 oz.
32 oz.

5,14,15
9

Post-Emergence*
Flexstar® n
Warrant®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)
COC

18 - 25 oz.
48 oz.
12 oz.
1%

14
15
1

s Please note plant-back restrictions
n
Use rate is dependent on geography
* Add 0.125 oz. Harmony® SG if lambsquarters is present

Though the burndown in option two will be more
costly compared to option one, option two will provide
greater residual control. Splitting the higher rate of Authority® XL between
the burndown and pre-emerge will result in less crop response in cool,
wet conditions. However, Authority XL's large-seeded broadleaf weed
control of cocklebur, morningglory, and velvetleaf will be slightly better
than Fierce® MTZ, but Authority XL will have less grass control.

OPTION 2

TIMING
Spring Early Burndown
Authority® XL
2,4-D (LV6)s
Roundup PowerMAX®

RATE/A.

SOA #

3.5 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

2,14
4
9

s Please note plant-back restrictions
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NON-GMO

OPTION 2

CONT.

TIMING

RATE/A.

Pre-Emergence
Authority® XL
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
COC

4.0 - 4.5 oz.
40 oz.
1%

Post-Emergence*
Outlook®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)
Cobra®
COC

16 oz.
8 oz.
12.5 oz.
1%

SOA #
2,14
22

15
1
14

Gramoxone® SL 2.0 + metribuzin will result in very effective
control of marestail, giant ragweed, and waterhemp
when weeds are less than 6 in. tall. However, grass control may be weaker,
making the addition of Roundup PowerMAX® to the Fierce® XLT application
beneficial. The three SOAs in Fierce XLT will result in very effective control
across a wide range of weeds including grasses and small- and large-seeded
broadleaf weeds. Fierce XLT will have greater large-seeded broadleaf control
than that of Fierce MTZ and will also have greater grass activity compared to
Authority® XL. Just like option one, post-emergence control will not be very
effective if the waterhemp population is resistant to fomesafen.

OPTION 3

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Spring Early Burndown
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
Metribuzin (75DF)***
COC

40 oz.
4 - 5 oz.
1%

22
5

Pre-Emergence
Fierce® XLT
Roundup PowerMAX®

4.5 oz.
32 oz.

2,14,15
9

Post-Emergence*
Prefix®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)
COC

32 oz.
8 oz.
1%

14,15
1

n

Use rate is dependent on geography

* Add 0.125 oz. Harmony® SG if lambsquarters is present
*** Caution on high pH soils
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TWO-PASS RECOMMENDATIONS - 3 OPTIONS

A mixture of metribuzin and Valor® XLT will result in
excellent broadleaf control, but weaker grass control.
Therefore, clethodim will be needed in the post-emergence application
to control grasses that have escaped. For the post-emergence
application, Warrant® will provide an in-season residual barrier, reducing
new flushes of waterhemp and grasses. Cobra® can be used to control
emerged waterhemp, but some populations may be resistant.

OPTION 1

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Pre-Emergence
Valor® XLT
Roundup PowerMAX®
Metribuzin (75DF)***

4 oz.
32 oz.
5 oz.

2,14
9
5

Post-Emergence*
Cobra®
Warrant®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)
COC

12.5 oz.
48 oz.
12 oz.
1%

14
15
1

* Add 0.125 oz. Harmony® SG if lambsquarters is present
*** Caution on high pH soils

Authority® MTZ will result in effective control of
waterhemp and marestail, but will be less effective
on grasses and large-seeded broadleaf weeds such as cocklebur,
morningglory, and velvetleaf. Prefix® contains fomesafen and, just like
with other fomesafen-containing products, when included in the postemergence application, activity on some waterhemp populations may
be limited. Prefix also contains Dual II Magnum® which will provide an inseason residual, reducing new flushes of waterhemp and other weeds.

OPTION 2

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Pre-Emergence
2,4-D (LV6)s
Authority® MTZ
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
COC

16 oz.
12 - 16 oz.
40 oz.
1%

4
5,14
22

Post-Emergence
Prefix® n
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)
COC

32 oz.
12 oz.
1%

14,15
1

s Please note plant-back restrictions
n

Use rate is dependent on geography
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NON-GMO

Authority® First will have excellent large-seeded
broadleaf activity. However, Authority First’s grass
control will be weaker, just like Valor® XLT and Authority® MTZ. Unlike
options one and two, the pre-emerge in option three has Dual II Magnum®,
a Group 15 herbicide. Group 15 herbicides will result in residual grass
control in the post-emergence application. The success of Flexstar® postemergence activity will depend on if the population is resistant. Just like
in option one, Warrant® can be used to prevent new flushes of weeds
from emerging.

OPTION 3

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Pre-Emergence
Gramoxone® SL 2.0
Authority® First
Dual II Magnum®
COC

40 oz.
4 oz.
16 oz.
1%

22
2,14
15

Post-Emergence
Flexstar® n
Warrant®
Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)
COC

18 - 24 oz.
48 oz.
12 oz.
1%

n

14
15
1

Use rate is dependent on geography
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BURNDOWN

FALL RECOMMENDATIONS - 3 OPTIONS

Option one is a very cheap and effective burndown
option. Roundup PowerMAX® is very effective on
many winter annuals such as field pennycress, shepherd’s purse, annual
bluegrass, and henbit. However, winter annuals such as marestail can
be resistant to glyphosate. The addition of 2,4-D will result in effective
control of glyphosate-resistant marestail. Having 2,4-D tank-mixed with
Roundup PowerMAX will increase the efficacy on other winter annual
broadleaf weeds that are susceptible to glyphosate.

OPTION 1

TIMING

RATE/A.

2,4-D (LV6)
Roundup PowerMAX

®

SOA #

22 - 32 oz.

4

32 oz.

9

Just like in option one, Roundup PowerMAX® will not be
able to control glyphosate-resistant marestail. Therefore,
another effective SOA is crucial for control. Option two has both 2,4-D and
dicamba, which are both very effective on glyphosate-resistant marestail.
A 2,4-D and dicamba combination is very effective on other winter annual
broadleaf weeds such as field pennycress, shepherd’s purse, and henbit.

OPTION 2

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Brash® or Weedmaster®

32 oz.

4

Roundup PowerMAX

32 oz.

9

®

In this option, 2,4-D and dicamba will be very effective
on winter annual broadleaf weeds like field pennycress,
shepherd’s purse, henbit, and glyphosate-resistant marestail. However,
option three has two effective SOAs on glyphosate-resistant marestail
instead of one. The addition of metribuzin will result in post-emergence
and residual activity, which can be crucial in reducing the number of new
flushes of weeds in the fall if soil temperatures warm up after application.
If annual bluegrass is a problem, add Roundup PowerMAX® or use options
one or two.

OPTION 3

TIMING

RATE/A.

SOA #

Brash® or Weedmaster®

32 oz.

4

Metribuzin (75DF)

6 oz.

5

**Will NOT control the “winter grasses”**
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Bayer is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship® (ETS). Bayer products are commercialized in accordance
with ETS Product Launch Stewardship Guidance, and in compliance with Bayer’s Policy for Commercialization
of Biotechnology-Derived Plant Products in Commodity Crops. Commercialized products have been approved
for import into key export markets with functioning regulatory systems. Any crop or material produced from
this product can only be exported to, or used, processed or sold in countries where all necessary regulatory
approvals have been granted. It is a violation of national and international law to move material containing
biotech traits across boundaries into nations where import is not permitted. Growers should talk to their grain
handler or product purchaser to confirm their buying position for this product. Excellence Through Stewardship®
is a registered trademark of Excellence Through Stewardship.
XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is part of the Roundup Ready® Xtend Crop System, is a
restricted use pesticide and must be used with VaporGrip® Xtra Agent (or an equivalent vapor reducing agent).
For approved tank-mix products (including VRAs and DRAs), nozzles and other important label information visit
XtendiMaxApplicationRequirements.com.
ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. It is a violation of federal and state law to
use any pesticide product other than in accordance with its labeling. NOT ALL formulations of dicamba or
glyphosate are approved for in-crop use with Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans. NOT ALL formulations of
dicamba, glyphosate or glufosinate are approved for in-crop use with products with XtendFlex® Technology.
ONLY USE FORMULATIONS THAT ARE SPECIFICALLY LABELED FOR SUCH USES AND APPROVED FOR SUCH
USE IN THE STATE OF APPLICATION. Contact the U.S. EPA and your state pesticide regulatory agency with
any questions about the approval status of dicamba herbicide products for in-crop use with Roundup Ready 2
Xtend® soybeans or products with XtendFlex® Technology.
Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans contain genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate and dicamba. Products
with XtendFlex® Technology contains genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate, glufosinate and dicamba.
Glyphosate will kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate. Dicamba will kill crops that are not tolerant to
dicamba. Glufosinate will kill crops that are not tolerant to glufosinate. Contact your seed brand dealer or refer
to the Bayer Technology Use Guide for recommended weed control programs.
XtendiMax® is a restricted use pesticide. Not all products are registered in all states and may be subject to
use restrictions. The distribution, sale, or use of an unregistered pesticide is a violation of federal and/or state
law and is strictly prohibited. Check with your local dealer or representative for the product registration status
in your state. Roundup PowerMAX®, Roundup Ready 2 Xtend®, Roundup Ready 2 Yield®, Roundup Ready®,
VaporGrip®, Warrant®, XtendFlex® and XtendiMax® are registered trademarks of Bayer Group. Check with
your local dealer or product representative for the product registration status in your state. For additional product
information call toll-free 1-866-99-BAYER (1-866-992-2937) or visit our website at www.BayerCropScience.us.
Bayer CropScience LP, 800 North Lindbergh Boulevard, St. Louis, MO 63167.
Seeds containing the LibertyLink® trait may be protected under one or more U.S. patents and may be planted
only to produce one (1) commercial crop in a single season, and only after signing a BASF Grower Technology
Agreement. It is illegal to save seeds containing the LibertyLink trait for use as planting seed or for transfer to
others for use as planting seed. LibertyLink® GT27® soybeans offer triple stack tolerance to Liberty, glyphosate,
and, in select counties specified on the label, the first HPPD based herbicide for soybeans—Alite™ 27. Other
HPPD herbicides not labeled for use with LibertyLink GT27 or isoxaflutole-resistant soybeans may cause
significant crop injury. Alite 27 herbicide is only available for use in labeled counties. Always read and follow
label directions. Alite 27 is a restricted use herbicide. Alite, Liberty, and LibertyLink are registered trademarks
of BASF. GT27 is a registered trademark of M.S. Technologies, L.L.C. MS Technologies is a trademark of M.S.
Technologies, L.L.C. ©2020 BASF Corporation / M.S. Technologies, L.L.C. All Rights Reserved. APN 20-INT-0014
Liberty®, LibertyLink®, the Water Droplet logo, are registered trademarks and Alite™ is a trademark of BASF.
GT27™ is a trademark of M.S. Technologies, L.L.C. MS Technologies is a trademark of M.S. Technologies, L.L.C.
©2020 BASF Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
Seeds containing the Enlist, Herculex and PowerCore traits are protected under numerous US patents. Seeds
containing patented traits can only be used to plant a single commercial crop and cannot be saved or replanted.
You acknowledge and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of the following documents in effect
at the time of planting of this seed: (i) the Technology Use Agreement and (ii) the Product Use Guides for
all technologies in this seed, including the Herbicide Resistance Management (HRM), and Use requirements
detailed therein (www.corteva.us/Resources/trait-stewardship.html). To plant Enlist, Herculex and PowerCore
seed, you must have a limited license from Corteva Agriscience (or other appropriate affiliates). In consideration
of the foregoing, Corteva Agriscience grants to the Grower the limited license to use its technology to produce
only a single commercial crop in the United States under the terms and conditions set forth in the Technology Use
Agreement in effect at the time of planting of this seed. Always read and follow herbicide label directions prior to
use: Enlist® products contain the Enlist trait that provides crop safety for use of labeled over-the-top applications
of glyphosate, glufosinate and 2,4-D herbicides featuring Colex-D® technology when applied according to label
directions. Following burndown, the only 2,4-D containing herbicide products that may be used with Enlist®
crops are products that feature Colex-D technology and are expressly labeled for use on Enlist crops. 2,4-D
products that do not contain Colex-D technology are not authorized for use in conjunction with Enlist products.
Enlist E3® soybean seeds containing the Enlist® trait can only be used to plant a single commercial crop. It is
unlawful to save and replant Enlist E3® soybeans. Additional information and limitations on the use of these
products are provided in the Corteva Agriscience Technology Use Agreement and Enlist® Soybean Product Use
Guide. U.S. patents for Dow AgroSciences technologies can be found at the following webpage: www.corteva.
us/Resources/trait-stewardship.html. Dow AgroSciences is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship® (ETS).
Dow AgroSciences products are commercialized in accordance with ETS product launch stewardship guidance
and Dow AgroSciences Product Launch Stewardship Policy. No crop or material produced from this product can
be exported to, used, processed or sold across boundaries into nations where import is not permitted. Growers
should talk to their grain handler or product purchaser to confirm their buying position for this product. For
further information about your crop or grain marketing options, contact DAS at 877-4-TRAITS (877-487-2487).
Information regarding the regulatory and market status of agricultural biotechnology products can be found at:
www.biotradestatus.com. The transgenic soybeans event in Enlist E3® soybeans is jointly developed and owned
by Dow AgroSciences LLC and M.S. Technologies, L.L.C. ®™ Enlist, Enlist E3, the Enlist E3 logo, and Colex-D
are trademarks of The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow. Excellence Through
Stewardship is a registered trademark of Excellence Through Stewardship.
ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW ALL LABEL DIRECTION AND PRECAUTIONS FOR USE WHEN USING ANY PESTICIDE
ALONE OR IN TANK-MIX COMBINATIONS. Sharpen®, Engenia®, Outlook®, and Zidua® are registered trademarks of BASF.
Sonic® and FirstRate® are registered trademarks of The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow.
Gramoxone®, Boundary®, Prefix®, Dual II Magnum®, Fusilade®, and Flexstar® are registered trademarks of a Syngenta Group
Company. Valor®, Cobra® and Fierce® are registered trademarks of Valent U.S.A. LLC. Authority® is a registered trademark of
FMC Corporation. Fierce® is a registered trademark of Valent U.S.A. LLC. Ultra-Blazer® is a registered trademark of United
Phosphorus, Inc. , Harmony®, and Trivence® are trademarks of Dow AgroSciences, DuPont or Pioneer and their affiliated
companies or respective owners. Ultra Blazer® is a registered trademark of United Phosphorus, Inc. Brash® is a registered
trademark of Winfield Solutions, LLC. Weedmaster® is a registered trademark of Nufarm Americas, Inc.
Varieties with the DuPont™ STS® gene (STS) are tolerant to certain SU (sulfonylurea) herbicides. This technology
allows post-emergent applications of DuPont™ Synchrony® XP and DuPont™ Classic® herbicides without crop
injury or stress (see herbicide product labels). NOTE: A soybean variety with a herbicide tolerant trait does not
confer tolerance to all herbicides. Spraying herbicides not labeled for a specific soybean variety will result in
severe plant injury or plant death. Always read and follow herbicide label directions and precautions for use.
DuPont™ and STS® are trademarks of DuPont or its affiliates.
Before opening a bag of seed, be sure to read and understand the stewardship requirements, including
applicable refuge requirements for insect resistance management, for the biotechnology traits expressed in
the seed set forth in the technology agreement that you sign. By opening and using a bag of seed, you are
reaffirming your obligation to comply with the most recent stewardship requirements.
Escalate®, the Escalate logo, Nemasect®, FARMserver®, Practical Farm Research (PFR)®, PFR Proven™, Freedom
Plus®, Power in the PRE™, and Farmers at Heart™ are trademarks of Beck’s Superior Hybrids, Inc. All product names,
trademarks and registered trademarks are property of their respective owners. All company, product and service names
are used for identification purposes only. Use of these names, trademarks and brands does not imply endorsement.
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WEED: WATERHEMP
NAME:

Amaranthus rudis (common)
Amaranthus tuberculatus (tall)

TYPE:

Annual; highly prolific

WHERE:

Common throughout the Midwest

IDENTIFICATION:

With egg-shaped cotyledons and glossy, hairless
stems, waterhemp plants are typically 4 to 5 ft. tall
with long, slender seedheads.

RESISTANCE:

To date, waterhemp populations have evolved
resistance to seven herbicide groups: 2 (ALS
Inhibitors); 4 (synthetic auxins); 5 (Photosystem II
Inhibitors); 9 (EPSP Synthase Inhibitors); 14 (PPO
Inhibitors); 15 (Long-chain Fatty Acid Inhibitors);
and 27 (HPPD Inhibitors). Some populations have
exhibited resistance to six different groups.
Waterhemp is dioecious (each plant is male or female),
meaning that the plant must be cross-pollinated,
adding more genetic diversity to each plant.

BIOLOGY:

There are many different phenotypic expressions
and biological differences; each plant looks and acts
uniquely — aiding the plant in developing resistance.
A single plant can produce 800,000+ seeds which can
remain viable in the soil for four to six years. Seeds are
very small and suited for shallow germination and are
well adapted for minimum and no-till farming systems.

GROWTH:

Grows very rapidly (1 to 1¼ in./day), and often
germinates in very large numbers.

GERMINATION:

Typically germinates in early spring, but can continue
to germinate well into the fall as long as growing
conditions are conducive.
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KEYS TO WATERHEMP CONTROL:
• Never let it emerge
• If planting is delayed or large flushes occur, a second burndown may be
needed to ensure that the residual product reaches the soil surface
• Use products with residual and burndown activity to clean up any
escapes and provide a residual barrier for summer annuals
• Due to its rapid emergence and growth habit, products with postemergence activity are recommended
• For residual control, Groups 5, 14, and 15 are very effective on ALS- and
glyphosate-resistant populations. Use pre-emerge herbicides with two
to three effective SOAs
• Apply a post-emergence herbicide with an in-season residual such as a
Group 15 for residual activity which will allow canopy closure

SPRING BURNDOWN FOLLOWED BY (FB) PRE-EMERGENCE
Recommendation

Rate (oz.)

SOA

Sharpen®s / Roundup PowerMAX®

1.5 / 32

14 / 9

FB Gramoxone® SL 2.0 / Boundary®

40 / 32

22 / 5, 15

Gramoxone® SL 2.0 / Metribuzin (75DF)

40 / 4-5

22 / 5

6 / 32

2, 14, 15 / 9

Sharpen®s / Roundup PowerMAX®

1.5 / 32

14 / 9

FB Fierce® MTZ / Roundup PowerMAX®

16 / 32

5, 14, 15 / 9

2,4-D LV6s / Roundup PowerMAX®

22 / 32

4/9

FB Authority® MTZ / Gramoxone® SL 2.0

10 / 40

5, 14 / 22

Sharpen®s / Roundup PowerMAX®

1.5 / 32

14 / 9

8/4

14, 15 / 5

FB Zidua® Pro / Roundup PowerMAX®

FB Authority® Supreme / Metribuzin (75DF)

Notes: If a spring burndown is used, products such as Sharpen® and
Gramoxone® SL 2.0 can be very effective on waterhemp. However, these
are contact products and control can be reduced with large populations of
weeds so an increased carrier volume may be necessary to achieve control.
s Please note plant-back restrictions

POST-EMERGENCE
Platform(s)

Recommendation

Rate (oz.)

SOA

LibertyLink® GT27™,
Liberty® / Outlook® /
®
®
XtendFlex , Enlist E3 Glyphosate (5 lb. a.i./gal.)

32 / 16 /
36

10 / 15 / 9

Roundup Ready 2
Xtend®, XtendFlex®

XtendiMax®^ / Warrant®
/ Roundup PowerMAX®

22 / 48 /
32

4 / 15 / 9

Enlist E3®

Enlist One®** / Warrant®
/ Liberty®

32 / 48 /
32

4 / 15 / 10

Notes: For GMO and non-GMO soybeans, using a Group 14 product such
as Flexstar®, Cobra®, or Ultra Blazer® can result in effective control if the
population is susceptible. It is important to use multiple sites of action and
overlay soil-applied residual herbicides. If a rescue application is needed,
make sure the target waterhemp population is less than 4 in. tall.
**Products listed on EnlistTankMix.com have not been tested for crop response.
^ Add approved DRA and VRA
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WEED: MARESTAIL
NAME:

Conyza canadensis

TYPE:

Winter annual

WHERE:

Common throughout the Midwest, East, and South

IDENTIFICATION:

Leaves have no petioles, and toothed margins.
Mature plants can reach 6 ft. tall and have hairs on
the stem and the leaves.

RESISTANCE:

To date, marestail populations have shown resistance
to five herbicide Groups: 2 (ALS Inhibitors); 5,
7 (Photosystem II Inhibitors); 9 (EPSP Synthase
Inhibitors); 22 (Photosystem I Electron Diverter).
A single plant can produce up to 200,000 seeds
by late summer.

BIOLOGY:

Seeds are very small and can be carried long
distances by the wind.
Germination is hindered by soil disturbance, making
marestail more problematic in no-till situations.

GROWTH:

Plants that germinate in the fall will overwinter as a
rosette and bolt in early spring. Plants that germinate
in the spring will not overwinter as a rosette, but will
bolt shortly after germination.

GERMINATION:

The extended germination period can make it more
difficult to control compared to other winter annuals.
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KEYS TO MARESTAIL CONTROL:
• Control is a challenge because plants emerge in the fall and spring
» Control fall-emerged marestail with a fall burndown
» The extended germination pattern can result in new flushes of weeds
in late spring and early summer
• Use products with both residual and burndown activity to clean up the
escapes and provide a residual barrier for summer annuals
• With large flushes or delayed planting, use a second burndown to ensure
that the residual product reaches the soil surface
• May need to add products with effective post-emergence activity for
increased marestail control

SPRING BURNDOWN FOLLOWED BY (FB) PRE-EMERGENCE
Recommendation
®s

Sharpen

Rate (oz.)

/ Liberty

14 / 10

3.5 / 40

2, 14 / 22

40 / 4 - 5

22 / 5

FB Valor® XLT / Gramoxone® SL 2.0
Gramoxone® SL 2.0/ Metribuzin FB
FB Zidua Pro** / Roundup PowerMAX
®

6 / 32

2, 14, 15 / 9

1.5 / 32

14 / 9

4.5 / 32

2, 14, 15 / 9

®

Sharpen®s / Roundup PowerMAX®
FB Fierce XLT** / Roundup PowerMAX

SOA

1.5 / 32

®

®

2,4-D LV6s / Roundup PowerMAX®

22 / 32

4/9

FB Authority® MTZ / Gramoxone® SL 2.0

10 / 40

5, 14 / 22

Sharpen®s / Roundup PowerMAX®

1.5 / 32

14 / 9

4/4

2, 14 / 5

FB Authority® First / Metribuzin (75DF)

Notes: If only a spring burndown is used, products such as Sharpen® and
Gramoxone® SL 2.0 can be very effective on marestail. However, these are
contact products and control can be reduced in thick vegetation or after
the plants have bolted.
s Please note plant-back restrictions
** Don’t use Zidua SC if Zidua Pro or Fierce XLT has been applied.

POST-EMERGENCE*
Platform(s)

Recommendation

LibertyLink® GT27™,
Liberty® / Zidua® SC /
®
®
XtendFlex , Enlist E3 Glyphosate (5 lb. a.i./gal.)

Rate (oz.)

SOA

32 / 3.2 /
36

10 / 15
/9

Roundup Ready 2
Xtend®, XtendFlex®

XtendiMax®^ / Roundup
PowerMAX®

22 / 32

4/9

Enlist E3®

Enlist One®*** / Liberty®

32 / 32

4 / 10

Notes: For non-GMO soybeans**, using a Group 2 product such as
FirstRate® can result in effective control if the population is susceptible.
Marestail’s resistance to five SOAs makes control a challenge. The key
to successful marestail control is managing the plant when it is a rosette
versus a plant that has bolted.
* Used following both fall or spring program
** Used for non-GMO soybeans. Populations of marestail may be resistant to
FirstRate. Do not use FirstRate if Sonic or Authority First has been applied. Don’t
use Zidua SC if Zidua Pro or Fierce XLT has been applied.
*** Products listed on EnlistTankMix.com have not been tested for crop response.
^ Add approved DRA and VRA
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WEED: GIANT RAGWEED
NAME:

Ambrosia trifida

TYPE:

Summer annual; one of the earliest summer annuals
to emerge in the spring, as early as March and
continuing into July

WHERE:

Midwest, Plains, and Midsouth; loves fertile soils

IDENTIFICATION:

Tall, rough, and hairy plant; reaching up to 16 ft. tall.

RESISTANCE:

Documented resistance to herbicide Groups 2 (ALS
Inhibitors) and 9 (EPSP synthase Inhibitors). Some
populations are resistant to both.
Male flowers are very prolific, producing considerably
more pollen than the female flowers need to pollinate
a single plant.

BIOLOGY:

Excessive pollen production allows a significant
amount of cross-pollination, leading to genetic diversity
and greater potential for herbicide resistance.
Seeds are larger than those of most weed species.

GROWTH:

EMERGENCE:

Has rapid growth rate and out-competes the crop for
sunlight, water and nutrients leading to yield losses,
even at very low densities.
Emerges from deep in the soil, up to 4 in., which
allows giant ragweed to escape many residual preemergence herbicides persisting in the upper soil
profile. Emergence is often promoted by tillage.
Long-term no-till practices leave giant ragweed
seed on the soil surface, making it more prone to
predation by insects, mice, and soil organisms,
ultimately reducing the volume of the seed bank.
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KEYS TO GIANT RAGWEED CONTROL:
• Emergence takes place early and often throughout the spring and early
summer
• Control emerged giant ragweed populations prior to crop establishment
due to the lack of effective herbicide options once the crop emerges
• Use burndown and pre-emergence applications to eliminate emerged
seedlings
» Include residual
establishment

herbicides

effective

against

giant

ragweed

• If planting is delayed after initial burndown applications, a secondary
burndown application may be beneficial to control any newly emerged
giant ragweed

SPRING BURNDOWN FOLLOWED BY (FB) PRE-EMERGENCE
Recommendation

Rate (oz.)

SOA

22 / 32

4/9

FB Authority® First / Metribuzin (75DF)

4/4

2, 14 / 5

Gramoxone SL 2.0 / Trivence

40 / 6

22 / 2, 5, 14

1.5 / 32

14 / 9

4.5

2, 14, 15

22 / 32

4/9

4/4

2, 14 / 5

Sharpen®s / Roundup PowerMAX®

1.5 / 32

14 / 9

FB Valor XLT / Metribuzin (75DF)

3.5 / 4

2, 14 / 5

2,4-D LV6s / Roundup PowerMAX

®

®

®

Sharpen® s / Roundup PowerMAX®
FB Fierce XLT
®

2,4-D LV6s / Roundup PowerMAX®
FB Authority XL / Metribuzin (75DF)
®

®

Notes: Products like 2,4-D, Sharpen®, or Gramoxone® SL 2.0 will improve
burndown. Avoid reliance on glyphosate alone for burndown control. Utilize
multiple SOAs along with varying solubility amongst residual herbicides.
Benefits include: greater flexibility of post-emergence treatment timing,
higher percentage of on-label weed heights at the time of post-emergence
application, and risk management in dry and wetter growing seasons.
s Please note plant-back restrictions

POST-EMERGENCE*
Platform(s)

Rate (oz.)

SOA

LibertyLink GT27 ,
Liberty / Clethodim (2
XtendFlex®, Enlist E3® lb. a.i./gal.)

36 - 43 /
6-8

10 / 1

Roundup Ready 2
Xtend®, XtendFlex®

XtendiMax®^ / Roundup
PowerMAX®

22 / 32

4/9

Enlist E3®

Enlist Duo®

76

4, 9

®

Recommendation
™

®

Notes: Giant ragweed emergence is not completely preventable, so it is
essential to have adequate coverage and the appropriate herbicide rate
relative to weed height with all post-emergence treatments. The key to
giant ragweed management is to achieve control before the plants are 6
in. tall.
*Used following both fall or spring program
^ Add approved DRA and VRA
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WEED: MORNINGGLORY
NAME:

Ipomoea hederacea (Ivyleaf), Ipomoea hederacea var.
integriuscula (Entireleaf), Ipomoea lacunosa (Pitted),
Ipomoea purpurea (Tall)

TYPE:

Summer annual

WHERE:

Common throughout the Midwest

IDENTIFICATION:

Vining summer annual plant with large purple, blue,
or white flowers. Large leaves vary from heart shaped
to deeply lobed according to subspecies. Commonly
sold as an ornamental. Consult a suitable field guide
for specific subspecies identification; control methods
are the same.

RESISTANCE:

No reported cases

BIOLOGY:

White, blue, or purple flowers will develop into seed
pods, producing up to 7,000 seed pods/plant with
multiple seeds per pod. A single plant can produce
up to 15,000 seeds.
Germination occurs from late spring into the summer
months. Optimum germination occurs when daytime
high temperatures reach 70 to mid-80˚ F, depending
on species.

GROWTH:

After emergence, the cotyledon will begin to vine.
The vines or stems grow rapidly and will run along the
ground searching for an object, such as a soybean
plant, to climb. This results in significant competition,
potential of yield reduction, and harvestability issues.

EMERGENCE:

As a large-seeded broadleaf, morningglory
can emerge from depths of 4 to 6 in. Optimum
emergence occurs at a depth of 1 in. or less, but
substantial emergence still occurs at a 2 in. depth.
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KEYS TO MORNINGGLORY CONTROL:
• Late-season emergence makes it a challenging summer annual to manage
• Group 15 herbicides have little effect on morningglory, limiting in-season
residual options to control late-season escapes
• If a few cotyledons are present at the time of your pre-emergence
application, consider adding glyphosate to the tank
• Controlling weeds before the cotyledons begin to vine is key for effective
post-emergence control
• If there is heavy weed pressure, apply products with burndown activity
on morningglory including glyphosate, Liberty®, XtendiMax® + Roundup
PowerMAX®, and Enlist One® + Liberty

PRE-EMERGENCE
Recommendation

Rate (oz.)

SOA

Fierce® XLT

4.5

2, 14, 15

Valor® XLT

4

2,14

Trivence®

6

2, 5, 14

Sonic®

5

2, 14

Authority® XL

4

2,14

Notes: For residual control, Group 2 and Group 14 pre-mixes such as Valor®
XLT, Sonic®, and Authority® Maxx will have the most effective control on
morningglory. Since Group 5 and Group 15 herbicides have little residual
activity on morningglory, the activity from products like Fierce® XLT and
Trivence® is primarily from the Group 2 and Group 14 components.
Add 32 oz. of Roundup PowerMAX if morningglory emergence is minimal. For
heavy pressure, consider the burndown options in the paragraph above.

POST-EMERGENCE
Platform(s)

Recommendation

Rate (oz.)

SOA

Roundup Ready 2
Xtend®, XtendFlex®

XtendiMax ^/Roundup
PowerMAX®

22 / 32

4/9

LibertyLink® GT27™,
Liberty®/Glyphosate (5
XtendFlex®, Enlist E3® lb. a.i./gal.)

32 / 36

10 / 9

Enlist E3®

32 / 32

4 / 10

®

Enlist One®**/Liberty®

Notes: For non-GMO soybeans, Group 2 herbicides can have both postemergence and residual activity on morningglory. If a Group 2 herbicide
was used in the pre-emergence application, consider using Flexstar® to
avoid exceeding the total allowance of one active ingredient. Flexstar will
result in a longer plant-back restriction for corn compared to other postemergence herbicides. If the plant-back timing becomes concerning,
consider using other Group 14 herbicides such as Cobra®, Cadet®, or
Ultra Blazer®.
**Products listed on EnlistTankMix.com have not been tested for crop response.
^ Add approved DRA and VRA
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WEED: JOHNSONGRASS
NAME:

Sorghum halepense

TYPE:

Perennial

WHERE:

Common throughout most of the U.S.

IDENTIFICATION:

Seedlings have a toothed or fringed membranous
ligule. Leaves will have a prominent midvein which
may be confused with fall panicum, but fall panicum
has a hairy ligule.

RESISTANCE:

Reported resistance to Group 1 (ACCase Inhibitors);
2 (ALS Inhibitors); 3 (Microtubule Inhibitors); and 9
(EPSP Synthase Inhibitors)
Comprised of a fibrous root system with rhizomes,
individual shoots emerge after rhizome production.

BIOLOGY:

The upper portion of the plant will die over the
winter, but the root system will act as an energy
reserve to promote new growth in the spring. The
deeper the rhizomes, the greater the winter survival.
Plants can grow over 6 ft. tall, producing a purple-brown
panicle seed head with up to 80,000 seeds/plant.

GROWTH:

Once seedlings emerge, rhizome production occurs
within three to six weeks and seed production starts
within six to nine weeks. After colony establishment,
Johnsongrass can spread rapidly because of its ability
to spread by seed and rhizomes.

EMERGENCE:

Emergence occurs from early spring to early fall. Soil
activity, like tillage, can simulate propagation of the
rhizomes, spreading the Johnsongrass throughout
the field, creating new colonies.
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KEYS TO JOHNSONGRASS CONTROL:
• Johnsongrass requires unique management strategies compared to
other problematic weeds
» The extensive root system and rhizomes makes it a challenge to control
» Controlling seedling Johnsongrass is much easier compared to
controlling rhizome Johnsongrass
• Because it moves resources from the upper portions of the plant to
the roots in the fall, systemic herbicides like glyphosate can be more
effective in reaching Johnsongrass’ extensive root system
• Fall tillage can help control rhizomes, but improper or poorly-timed
tillage can make infestation worse
• In late fall, use deep tillage to bring rhizomes to the soil surface where
they will be exposed to freezing temperatures

PRE-EMERGENCE
Recommendation

Rate (oz.)

SOA

Boundary

32

5, 15

Zidua® Pro

6

2, 14, 15

®

Notes: It’s important to note that pre-emergence herbicides will only
have activity on seedling Johnsongrass, not rhizomes. Even on seedling
Johnsongrass, pre-emergence options are limited, but pre-mixes with
imazethapyr or Pursuit® will have some activity. Group 3 chemistries such
as pendimethalin can also have some activity on seedling Johnsongrass.
For pre-emergence application, use the fall management approaches listed in
the bullet points above. If Johnsongrass is present at time of application, use
glyphosate or Group 1 chemistry. Rotate to another SOA that is not used in postemergence.

POST-EMERGENCE (FOLLOWED BY (FB)
A SECOND POST-EMERGE IF NEEDED)
Recommendation
XtendiMax ^ /
Roundup PowerMAX®
®

Roundup Ready 2
Xtend®, XtendFlex®

FB Fusilade® DX
Liberty /Clethodim
(2 lb a.i./gal)
FB Glyphosate (5 lb.
a.i./gal.)/Assure® II
®

LibertyLink® GT27™,
XtendFlex®, Enlist E3®

Enlist E3

Enlist Duo®
®

FB Liberty /Clethodim
(2 lb a.i./gal)
®

Rate (oz.)

SOA

22 / 32

4/9

12

1

36 / 6 - 8

10 / 1

36 / 5 - 10

9/1

76

4, 9

36 / 6 - 8

10 / 1

Notes: Effective post-emergence options include glyphosate and
Group 1 chemistries like clethodim, Assure® II, and Fusilade®. Other
post-emergence herbicides such as Liberty® will have activity on smaller
Johnsongrass plants. With limited residual options and an extensive root
system, multiple flushes of weeds can emerge throughout the growing
season. Therefore, post-emergence applications of glyphosate and Group
1 herbicides may need to be sprayed twice. To avoid resistance, do not
over-rely on a single active or SOA.
^ Add approved DRA and VRA
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WEED: KOCHIA
NAME:

Kochia scoparia

TYPE:

Summer annual

WHERE:

Kochia can be found throughout the great plains in
production fields. Kochia can also be found along
railroads and interstates throughout most of the
Midwest.

IDENTIFICATION:

Leaves on cotyledons will be long and narrow,
forming a point with abundant amount of hairs.
Mature plant leaves will be alternate with no petioles.
The color of the stems is red or green or both.
Flowers will form hairy brackets.

RESISTANCE:

To date, kochia has evolved resistance to Group 2
(ALS inhibitors) Group 4 (synthetic auxins) Group 5
(PS II inhibitors) Group 9 (EPSP synthase inhibitors)

BIOLOGY:

Kochia can thrive in dry, low-productivty areas. Kochia
can germinate very early in the spring because of its
tolerance to cool conditions. Each plant can produce
up to 30,000 seeds. As the plant dries down, the stem
will detach from the ground, resulting in a tumble weed
that will disperse seeds great distances. Seed viability
is much shorter compared to other problematic weeds.
Most of the seed will germinate within one year after
production.

GROWTH:

Kochia can thrive in dry and low-productivty areas.
Plants can grow as tall as 6 ft., forming an elaborate
root system.

EMERGENCE:

Emergence occurs very early spring and lasts into
late summer. However, the majority of emergence will
occur in the spring. Soil disturbance or burying seed
will reduce emergence.

Photo credit: Melody Hefner

Photo credit: Missouri State University
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KEYS TO KOCHIA CONTROL:
• Early management is key since germination occurs early in the spring
• 2,4-D will have some activity on kochia, though other growth regulators
like dicamba will result in greater post-emergence control
• Products that contain Sharpen® (ex. Zidua® Pro) could provide burndown
and residual activity
• Gramoxone® SL 2.0 will also provide effective control of kochia
• Apply product early to increase moisture before kochia emerges as a lack
of moisture may reduce herbicide activation in residual situations
• Reduce new flushes by applying a residual in the fall or early spring
• Tillage can be an effective tool, though it may not be the best option for
your operation due to reduction of soil moisture

SPRING BURNDOWN FOLLOWED BY (FB) PRE-EMERGENCE
Recommendation

Rate (oz.)

SOA

1.5 / 32

14 /10

FB Authority MTZ / Roundup PowerMAX

16 / 32

2, 14 / 9

XtendiMax®^ / Roundup PowerMAX®

22 / 32

4/9

FB Trivence / Gramoxone SL 2.0

6 / 40

2, 5, 14 / 22

1.5 / 32

14 /10

16

5,14,15

40 / 4-5

22 / 5

4/9

2, 14 / 9

40 / 4-5

22 / 5

32 / 32

14,15 / 9

Sharpen® s / Liberty®
®

®

®

®

Sharpen® s / Liberty®
FB Fierce MTZ**
®

Gramoxone® SL 2.0 / Metribuzin (75DF)
FB Authority XL / Roundup PowerMAX
®

®

Gramoxone® SL 2.0 / Metribuzin (75DF)
FB Authority Elite / Roundup PowerMAX
®

®

Notes: Many populations have developed resistance to Group 2 or ALS
herbicides. Group 14 herbicides like sulfentrazone or Authority® products,
or flumioxazin or Valor® products, provide great control of kochia, but
Authority products will have a slight advantage. In the case of resistance
to Group 5 herbicides, metribuzin could be another option for residual
and burndown control. Group 15 herbicides could be another option with
Zidua® providing the best kochia control over other Group 15 herbicides.
s Please note plant-back restrictions
** Don’t use Zidua SC or Anthem Maxx if Zidua Pro or Fierce MTZ has been applied.

POST-EMERGENCE
Platform(s)

Recommendation

LibertyLink® GT27™,
Liberty® / Zidua® SC /
®
®
XtendFlex , Enlist E3 Clethodim (2 lb. a.i./gal.)

Rate (oz.)

SOA

36 / 3.2
/6-8

10 / 15
/1

Roundup Ready 2
Xtend®, XtendFlex®

XtendiMax®^ / Anthem®
4 / 14,15
Maxx / Roundup
22 / 4 / 32
/9
PowerMAX®

Enlist E3®

Enlist One®** / Anthem®
Maxx / Liberty®

32 / 4 / 32

4 / 14,15
/ 10

Notes: To provide in-season residual control, use a Group 15 herbicide
such as Zidua® or a premix that contains Zidua such as Anthem® Maxx.
**Products listed on EnlistTankMix.com have not been tested for crop response.
^ Add approved DRA and VRA
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COMMON APPLICATION &
TIMING CUTOFFS
HERBICIDE

BASED ON GROWTH STAGE
BASED ON DAYS BEFORE HARVEST

CUTOFF

Anthem , Charger Max ,
Dual II Magnum®

Up to third trifoliate

Zidua® SC

Up to sixth trifoliate

Outlook®

Up to fifth trifoliate

Extreme®4, Fusion®, Varisto™

Prior to bloom

Liberty® 280SL1

Prior to bloom

Engenia® and XtendiMax®

Up to and including bloom (R1
growth stage). This product may
only be applied in-crop up to and
including June 30. Applications
occurring after R1 are prohibited

Enlist Duo®/Enlist One™

Up to R2 growth stage — Enlist®
tolerant soybeans only

FirstRate®

Prior to R2 (full flower) growth stage

Cadet®

VE to full flowering, or 60 day preharvest interval

Glyphosate2,4, Marvel™

Up through full flowering or bloom

Warrant®/Warrant® Ultra

Prior to R2

Basagran®

Up to harvest

Scepter®, Charger Basic®,
Dual Magnum®, Sequence®

Up to 90 days before harvest

Assure®

Up to 80 days before harvest

Poast®

Up to 75 days before harvest

®

®

®

Synchrony XP

VE for STS/BOLT or first trifoliate for
non-STS/BOLT, then up to 60 days
before harvest

Classic®, Harmony® SG

After first trifoliate and up to 60 days
before harvest

Resource®, Section® Three/
Select® 2 EC/Cleanse®,
Fusilade® DX

Up to 60 days before harvest

Avalanche® Ultra

Up to 50 days before harvest

Cobra®, Flexstar® GT 3.54,
Flexstar®/Reflex®/Agent™ 1.88

Up to 45 days before harvest

Basagran®

30 days before harvest
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BASED ON MULTIPLE FACTORS

HERBICIDE

CUTOFF

Pursuit®, Raptor®

Before weeds are 3 in. and prior to
bloom5

2,4-D DB 200/Butyrac® 2003

Directed spray from 8 in. up to 60
days before harvest3

Phoenix®

Up to 45 days before harvest but not
after R6

Aim®

Apply to mature crop and when grain
is starting to dry down. Pre-harvest
interval 3 days.

Gramoxone® SL/SL 2.0

Apply when at least 65% of pods
are mature brown or seed moisture
is less than or equal to 30% for
indeterminate varieties. Apply when
plants are mature, 50% of leaves
dropped, and the rest are yellow for
determinate soybeans. For both, do
not apply within 15 days of harvest.

Sharpen®

When more than 65% brown pods and
more than 70% leaf drop, or when
seed moisture is 30% or less

Glyphosate

Apply after all pods are set and have
lost their green color. Do not apply
within 7 to 142 days of harvest.

Sterling Blue®/Clarifier®/
Clarity®

Apply after pods are mature, brown,
and greater than or equal to 75% leaf
drop. Pre-harvest interval 14 days.

2

LibertyLink®, LibertyLink® GT27™, Enlist E3® soybeans only
Cornerstone®/Tomahawk® brands, Roundup PowerMax®/PowerMax® II/
WeatherMax®, Touchdown®, Durango® DMA/Duramax®. Harvest interval is 7
or 14 days depending on formulation and if soybeans are Roundup Ready or
conventional
3
Broadcast in southern states from 7 to 10 days before bloom up to mid-bloom
4
Roundup Ready® soybeans only
5
Or up to 85 days pre-harvest interval for Pursuit®
1
2
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PLANT-BACK RESTRICTIONS:
CORN, SOYBEANS, AND WHEAT
The table below contains herbicide trade and common names with
their labeled plant-back restrictions.
Designations for time periods are as follows:
I = Can Plant Immediately

D = Days

FS = Following Season

NL = Not Listed

M = Months

FY = Following Year

Brand names are subject to change. Always read and follow label instructions.

HERBICIDE
Accent®/Zest™
Atrazine 4
Authority® Elite
Authority® MTZ/XL
Basagran®
Bicep II Magnum ®4
Boundary®
Callisto®
Canopy® DF
Capreno™ 11
Clarity®
Classic®
Clethodim/Select®
Cobra®
Corvus ®
Dual Magnum®
Engenia ®
Enlist One®
Enlist Duo®
Envive® 6
Fierce®
Fierce® MTZ
Fierce® XLT 31
FirstRate™
Flexstar®
Glyphosate
Gramoxone® SL
Grandstand ®
Halex® GT
Leadoff®
Lexar® EZ
Liberty®
PowerFlex® HL
Prefix®
Realm ® Q
Reflex®
Select Max®

Authority XL = pH Dependant

FIELD CORN

SOYBEANS

WHEAT

I
I
4M

15D
FY 5
I

4M
FY
4.5M

10M6

I

4M

I
I
8M
I
9M 6
I
I
8M
30D
I
I
I
I
I
7-14D27
10M
30D
1M
10M
9M
10M
I
I
4M
I
I
I
I
9M
10M
I
10M
30D

I
FY
I
10M
I
10M 9
14D 12
I
I
I
9M 9
I
14-28D 13, 28
7-14D 27
30D27
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
4M
10M
30D 6
FS
I
90D34
I
10M
I
I

I
15M
4.5M
4M
4M
4M
22D
3M
30D
I
4M
4.5M
14-42D
30D32
NL
4M
1-2M
8M
4M
4M
4M
I
I
4M
4M
3M
FS
70D
1M
4.5M
4M
4M
30D
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HERBICIDE
Sencor
Sharpen®
Sonic®/
Authority® First
Spartan®
Ultra Blazer®
Valor®
Valor® XLT 31
Verdict®
Warrant®
XtendiMax®
Zidua®
Zidua® Pro
2,4-D29
®

FIELD CORN

SOYBEANS

WHEAT

4M
I

I
0-30D 21

4M
I

10M

I

4M

10M
100D
30D
10M6
I
I
30-45D35
I
8.5M
7D30

I
I
I
I
0-4M 21
I
30-45D28, 35
I26
0-1M
14D

4M
40D
30D 6
4M
4M
4M
30-45D35
0-6M21
4M
7D

Adapted from 2018 Row Crop Plant-back Intervals for Common Herbicides by Tom Barber, Professor - Weed
Science, and Jason Norsworthy, Professor - Weed Science, U. of Arkansas System Division of Ag Weed Science
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Grain sorghum may be planted 10 months after application on soils with pH 7.5 or
less. If soil pH is greater than 7.5, do not plant grain sorghum less than 18 months after
application.
3.25 oz. use rate, 12 months for 6.5 oz./A., 18 months for 9.75 oz./A.
If applied after June 10, do not rotate to any crop other than corn or grain sorghum the
year following application or injury may occur.
Injury may occur to soybeans planted in soils with a calcareous
surface layer.
Time interval increases with the increase of rate and soil pH level.
Replant only with Concept-treated or screen-treated seed.
Needs 15 in. cumulative precipitation from application to planting rotational crop.
Needs 30 in. cumulative precipitation from application to planting rotational crop.
Increase rotational interval for grain sorghum to 18 months if pH is 7.5 or greater or if
Capreno® rate exceeds 3 oz./A.
Time interval is based on 8 oz./A. application rate and does not begin until 1 in. of
rainfall is received.
Plant-back interval does not begin until 1 in. of rainfall is received.
If 4 oz./A. or less used and 1 in. of rainfall/irrigation received after application.
Conduct a field bioassay prior to planting these crops.
STS soybeans can be planted immediately.
As fallow bed treatment. Prior to planting, treated fallow beds should be thoroughly
tilled (incorporated) to a depth of at least 2.5 in.
Rotation interval for soybeans is 2 months where pH is less than 7.5.
If less than 15 in. of rainfall received since application, extend replant intervals to 18
months.
Rotation intervals increase with higher application rates.
18 months for cotton if rate is > 5 oz./A., pH >7.2, or < 15 in. of rainfall.
Rotation to grain sorghum is 18 months when Spartan is applied at 8 oz./A.
Rotation to cotton and grain sorghum is 18 months when Spartan® Charge is applied
at 10.2 fl oz./A.
10 months for 1 oz./A., 12 months for 2 oz./A., 18 months for 3 oz./A. and 24 months
for 4 oz./A.
4 month rotation to soybeans if 4 oz./A. rate is used.
Enlist™ corn, cotton and soybeans can be planted immediately.
Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® and XtendFlex® soybeans and cotton can be planted
immediately.
Most 2,4-D labels state rotation to all crops after 90 days or sufficiently dissipated.
Days listed are based on university data and after receiving 1 in. of rainfall.
For the Midwest region.
Not listed, no less than 30 days prior to planting.
Not listed, only Enlist traited crops.
See label for state specific crop rotation information.
Increasing total annual herbicide rate above 22 oz. of XtendiMax will result in a longer
plant back restriction. Plant back restriction is dependent upon amount of total product
applied in a season, geography, and annual rainfall. Plant back restriction listed are
for areas that receive greater than 30 inches of annual rainfall and when only 22 oz. of
XtendiMax was applied all season.
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PLANT-BACK RESTRICTIONS:
COTTON, SORGHUM, AND RICE
The table below contains herbicide trade and common names with
their labeled plant-back restrictions.
Designations for time periods are as follows:
I = Can Plant Immediately

D = Days

FS = Following Season

NL = Not Listed

M = Months

FY = Following Year

Brand names are subject to change. Always read and follow label instructions.

HERBICIDE

COTTON

GRAIN
SORGHUM

RICE

Accent /Zest
Atrazine4
Authority® Elite
Authority® MTZ/XL

10M
FY
12-18M6

10-18M
I
10M

10-18M2
FY5
10M

12-18M6

10M6

10M6

Basagran®
Bicep II Magnum®4
Boundary®
Callisto®
Canopy® DF
Capreno™ 11
Clarity®
Classic®
Clethodim/Select®
Cobra ®
Corvus®
Dual Magnum®
Engenia®
Enlist One®
Enlist Duo®
Envive® 6
Fierce®
Fierce® MTZ
Fierce® XLT 31
FirstRate™
Flexstar®
Glyphosate
Gramoxone® SL
Grandstand®
Halex® GT
Leadoff ®
Lexar® EZ
Liberty®
PowerFlex® HL
Prefix®
Realm® Q
Reflex®
Select Max®

I
FY
12M
10M
10M 6
10M9
21D12
8M
I
I
10M9
I
21-42D13, 28
30D27,32
30D27,33
10M
45D
18M
18M
9M
I
I
I
4M
10M
30D6
FS
I
90D 34
1M
10M
I
I

I
I8
12M
I
10M6
10M9
15D
9M
30D
I
17M10
I8
14-28D
30D32
NL
12M
12M
18M
18M
9M
10M
I
I
4M
I
10M
FS
180D
90D34
10M
10M
10M
30D

I
FS
8M
FY
10M6
10M10
22D
9M
30D
I
10M9
FS
120D
21D
21D
9M
I
12M
18M
9M
10M
I
I
I
FY
10M
FS
I
1Y
10M
18M
10M
30D

®

™

Authority XL = pH Dependant

1
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HERBICIDE

COTTON

GRAIN
SORGHUM

RICE

Sencor
Sharpen®
Sonic®/
Authority® First
Spartan ®
Ultra Blazer ®
Valor®
Valor® XLT 31
Verdict®
Warrant®
XtendiMax®
Zidua®
Zidua® Pro
2,4-D29

8M
1.5-3M21

18M
I

8M
I

12-18M 22

12M

10M

18M
100D
30D6
10M
1.5-4M21
I
30-45D28, 35
0-4M21
18M
28D

10M23
100D
30D6
10M
I8
I
30-45D35
6-12M21
18M
7D

10M
I
30D6
9M
FY
FY
30-45D35
10-24M25
18-24M
21D

®

Adapted from 2018 Row Crop Plant-back Intervals for Common Herbicides by Tom Barber, Professor - Weed
Science, and Jason Norsworthy, Professor - Weed Science, U. of Arkansas System Division of Ag Weed Science
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Grain sorghum may be planted 10 months after application on soils with pH 7.5 or
less. If soil pH is greater than 7.5, do not plant grain sorghum less than 18 months after
application.
Rice may be planted 10 months after Accent application on soils with pH 6.5 or less. If
soil pH is greater than 6.5, do not plant Rice less than 18 months after application.
3.25 oz. use rate, 12 months for 6.5 oz./A., 18 months for 9.75 oz./A.
If applied after June 10, do not rotate to any crop other than corn or grain sorghum the
year following application or injury may occur.
Injury may occur to soybeans planted in soils with a calcareous
surface layer.
Time interval increases with the increase of rate and soil pH level.
Replant only with Concept-treated or screen-treated seed.
Needs 15 in. cumulative precipitation from application to planting rotational crop.
Needs 30 in. cumulative precipitation from application to planting rotational crop.
Increase rotational interval for grain sorghum to 18 months if pH is 7.5 or greater or if
Capreno® rate exceeds 3 oz./A.
Time interval is based on 8 oz./A. application rate and does not begin until 1 in. of
rainfall is received.
Plant-back interval does not begin until 1 in. of rainfall is received.
If 4 oz./A. or less used and 1 in. of rainfall/irrigation received after application.
Conduct a field bioassay prior to planting these crops.
STS soybeans can be planted immediately.
As fallow bed treatment. Prior to planting, treated fallow beds should be thoroughly
tilled (incorporated) to a depth of at least 2.5 in.
Rotation interval for soybeans is 2 months where pH is less than 7.5.
If less than 15 in. of rainfall received since application, extend replant intervals to 18
months.
Rotation intervals increase with higher application rates.
18 months for cotton if rate is > 5 oz./A., pH >7.2, or < 15 in. of rainfall.
Rotation to grain sorghum is 18 months when Spartan is applied at 8 oz./A.
Rotation to cotton and grain sorghum is 18 months when Spartan® Charge is applied
at 10.2 fl oz./A.
10 months for 1 oz./A., 12 months for 2 oz./A., 18 months for 3 oz./A. and 24 months
for 4 oz./A.
4 month rotation to soybeans if 4 oz./A. rate is used.
Enlist™ corn, cotton and soybeans can be planted immediately.
Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® and XtendFlex® soybeans and cotton can be planted
immediately.
Most 2,4-D labels state rotation to all crops after 90 days or sufficiently dissipated.
Days listed are based on university data and after receiving 1 in. of rainfall.
For the Southern region.
Not listed, no less than 30 days prior to planting.
Not listed, only Enlist traited crops.
See label for state specific crop rotation information.
Increasing total annual herbicide rate above 22 oz. of XtendiMax will result in a longer
plant back restriction. Plant back restriction is dependent upon amount of total product
applied in a season, geography, and annual rainfall. Plant back restriction listed are
for areas that receive greater than 30 inches of annual rainfall and when only 22 oz. of
XtendiMax was applied all season.
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RAINFAST TABLE
The following table describes how long a spray treatment requires
until it is rainfast, which is the time required between application
and rain for the product to perform effectively.
HERBICIDE

RAINFAST
(HOURS)

RAINFAST
(HOURS)

HERBICIDE

Anthem® Flex

1 Hour

Fomesafen 1.88

1 Hour

Anthem ® Maxx

1 Hour

Fusilade® DX

1 Hour

Assure® II

1 Hour

Gramoxone® SL 2.0

½ Hour
4 Hours

Authority Assist

1 Hour

Interline

Authority® Elite

1 Hour

Liberty®

4 Hours

Authority First

1 Hour

Marvel

Authority® Maxx

1 Hour

Tricor (Metribuzin)

Authority® MTZ

1 Hour

OpTill ®

1 Hour
See Tank Mix
Partner
1 Hour

Authority® Supreme

1 Hour

OpTill ® PRO

1 Hour

Authority XL
Autumn ™ Super 51
WDG
Brash ®

1 Hour

Panther SC

1 Hour

2 Hours

Poast®

1 Hour

4 Hours

Perpetuo

Buccaneer 5 Extra ®

1-2 Hours

Buccaneer Plus ®

1-2 Hours

®

®

®

®

6 Hours

Cadet

4 Hours

Canopy Blend

1 Hour

Canopy® DF

1 Hour

Clarity®

4 Hours

Classic®

1 Hour

Clethodim 2E

1 Hour

®

Cobra ®

™

®

Bulyrac® 200
®

®

Prefix®

1 Hour

Roundup PowerMAX

®

Select Max®

½ Hour
1 Hour

Sharpen ®

1 Hour

Sonic®

1 Hour

Synchrony XP

1 Hour

®

Tavium Plus

4 Hours 2

®

Thunder Master

®

Tricor 4 L
®

Detonate®

Tricor ® DF

Durango® DMA®

1 Hour

Trivence®

1 Hour
See Tank Mix
Partner
See Tank Mix
Partner
1 Hour

4 Hours 2

Ultra Blazer ®

4 Hours

®

1 Hour

1

Valor® EZ

1 Hour

®

1 Hour

1

Engenia ®
Enlist Duo
Enlite®
Envive

1 Hour

®

Roundup WeatherMAX

½ Hour
4 Hours

Enlist One

1 Hour

™

®

Valor SX

1 Hour

1 Hour

Valor ® XLT

1 Hour

1 Hour

Verdict

1 Hour

®

®

1 Hour

Warrant Ultra

1 Hour

Fierce® EZ

1 Hour

4 Hours

Fierce® MTZ

1 Hour

4 Hours 2

Fierce® XLT

1 Hour

FirstRate®

2 Hours

WeedMaster ®
XtendiMax® with
VaporGrip® Technology
Zidua® Pro
2,4-D Amine

6-8 Hours

2,4-D Ester

1-3 Hours

Fierce

®

Flexstar®

1 Hour

Flexstar ® GT 3.5

1 Hour

®

1 Hour

Source: Van Diest Supply Company.
https://www.vdsc.com/media/cms/RAINFAST_TIMES_5152019_053929F1EE59C.pdf
1
With Enlist, note that labels indicate not to apply if rain is expected within a 24 hr. timeframe to
prevent the potential of runoff.
2
Do not apply if soil is saturated with water or when rainfall that may exceed soil field capacity is
foretasted to occur within 48 hours

DISCLAIMER: This information is presented in good faith for your reference. This information
does not take place of the product label; changes to product label information can occur
without notice. Always read and follow label directions.
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HERBICIDE PREMIX CHART
PRODUCT
& USE RATE
Anthem® Maxx
4.0 fl oz.
Authority® Assist
6.0 fl oz.
Authority® Elite
28.0 fl oz.
Authority® First
4.0 oz.
Authority® Maxx
6.4 oz.
Authority® MTZ
10.0 oz.
Authority® Supreme
8.0 fl oz.
Authority® Edge
9.0 fl oz.
Authority® XL
4.0 oz.
Autumn™ Super
0.5 oz.
Boundary® 6.5 EC
1 qt.
Canopy®
3.5 oz.
Canopy® Blend
3.5 oz.
Enlist Duo®
4.75 pt.
Envive®
3.5 oz.
Extreme®/
Thunder Master®
1.5 qt.
Fierce®
3.0 oz.
Fierce® XLT
4.5 oz.
Fierce® MTZ
16.0 oz.
Flexstar® GT 3.5
1.8 qt.
Marvel™
7.25 fl oz.
Optill®
2.0 oz.
Prefix®
1.0 qt.
Sequence®
3.5 pt.
Sonic®
4.0 oz.
Tavium® Plus
56.5 oz.
Trivence®
6.0 oz.
Valor® XLT
3.0 oz.
Verdict®
5.0 fl oz.
Warrant® Ultra
1.5 qt.
Zidua® Pro
6.0 fl oz.

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

SOLO PRODUCT(S)
& EQUIVALENCY
Zidua® SC
+
4.0 fl oz.
®
Spartan 4F
+
5.0 fl oz.
®
Spartan 4F
+
4.9 fl oz.
®
Spartan 4F
+
5.0 fl oz.
Spartan® 4F
+
7.9 fl oz.
®
Spartan 4F
+
3.6 fl oz.
®
Spartan 4F
+
4.2 fl oz.
®
Spartan 4F
+
6.1 fl oz.
Spartan® 4F
+
5.0 fl oz.
Autumn®
+
0.3 oz.
®
Dual II Magnum +
1.4 pt.
Classic®
+
1.5 oz.
®
Classic
+
1.2 oz.
Durango® DMA®
+
32.0 fl oz.
®
Classic
+
1.3 oz.

®
= Pursuit
4.1 fl oz.

Cadet®
0.6 fl oz.
Pursuit®
2.0 fl oz.
Dual II Magnum®
1.4 pt.
FirstRate®
0.4 oz.
Classic®
1.0 oz.
Metribuzin 75DF
3.6 oz.
Zidua® SC
4.0 fl oz.
Zidua® SC
3.3 fl oz.
Classic®
1.3 oz.
thiencarbazone-methyl
0.014 lb ai
Metribuzin 75DF
6.7 oz.
Metribuzin 75DF
3.0 oz.
Metribuzin 75DF
2.3 oz.
2,4-D Choline Salt
2.0 pt.
®
Harmony® SG
SX
+ Valor
0.2 oz.
2.0 oz.

4 lb. ae
+ Glyphosate
24.0 fl oz.

®
SX
Zidua® SC
= Valor
+ 2.4
2.0 oz.
fl oz.
®
®
Valor
SX
Zidua
= 2.2 oz.
+ 2.7 fl oz.SC
®
SX
Zidua® SC
= Valor
+ 2.5
2.0 oz.
fl oz.
®
Flexstar
Touchdown
Total®
= 16.7 fl oz.
+ 2.0 pt.
®
®
= Flexstar
+ Cadet
11.1 fl oz.
0.9 fl oz.
®
®
= Sharpen
+ Pursuit
1.0 fl oz.
4.0 fl oz.
®
Magnum®
= Dual
+ Flexstar
1.14 pt.
16.2 fl oz.
II Magnum® + Glyphosate 4 lb. ae
= Dual
1.4 pt.
32.0 fl oz.
®
Spartan
4F
FirstRate®
= 5.0 fl oz.
+ 0.4
oz.
®
®
XtendiMax
w/
VaporGrip
= 22.0 oz.
Classic®
Metribuzin 75DF
= 0.9 oz.
+ 3.6 oz.
®
®
SX
= Valor
+ Classic
1.8 oz.
1.2 oz.
®
®
= Sharpen
+ Outlook
1.0 fl oz.
4.2 fl oz.
®
®
= Warrant
+ Flexstar
1.4 qt
16.1 fl oz.
®
SC
Pursuit®
= Zidua
+ 4.0
3.2 fl oz.
fl oz.

Classic®
+ 1.2
oz.
Metribuzin
75DF
+ 4.0 oz.

II Magnum®
+ Dual
1.0 pt.
Valor®
+ 1.5 oz. SX

®
+ Sharpen
1.0 fl oz.
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